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Abstract

We are living in a ubiquitous world. People bring a massive number of mobile de-

vices such as smartphones, tablets, watches, wearable bands and they are connected

among each other via various wireless communication technologies. Even though

some of them are equipped with a cellular interface, BT and Wi-Fi protocols are still

the most widely used communication technologies due to their free usage.

The co-existence issue of them has been investigated by industries and academia

for a long time due to the fact that they operate in the same frequency band. Since

BT and Wi-Fi protocols are completely different in terms of the physical and medium

access control layer design, previous researches assume that the both protocol stacks

cannot understand the signals of each other. We define the approaches based on the

assumption as blind-to-the-other type approaches. However, this assumption is not ap-

plicable to state-of-the-art handhelds, since they include the both protocols in a device,

i.e., co-located.

Co-located devices are able to interpret BT and Wi-Fi signals, and thus lead to

novel architecture design that the both protocol stacks share the their information via

inter protocol stack messages. We define a novel type of approaches based on the

assumption that BT and Wi-Fi signals are mutually understandable as aware-of-the-

other type approaches. With the co-located device, therefore, we can propose better

solutions not only for the traditional BT/Wi-Fi co-existence issues, but also for the

other issues through the aid of aware-of-the-other approaches.

In this dissertation, we design three different protocol designs. First, we tackle the

performance of devices equipped with the shared antenna for BT and Wi-Fi proto-

col stacks. We show that co-location of both protocols provides new opportunity for

one protocol to better understand the other and to operate in harmony with the other

to avoid mutual interference. We develop an Opportunistic Bluetooth Transmission
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(OBT) scheme that enables a dual stack device having the integrated module to exploit

previously-unused waiting times of the Wi-Fi protocol. We evaluate its performance

through not only a model-based analysis, but also a practical implementation of a pro-

totype testbed.

Second, we bring a problem of Wi-Fi scanning overhead through measurements.

Due to visiting every channel characteristics of 802.11 Wi-Fi scanning procedure, time

and energy consumption of Wi-Fi scanning procedure are significant. To reduce the

scanning overhead, we design SplitScan architecture which makes stations split the

scanning channels and share the results among neighboring stations. SplitScan en-

ables stations to select its own scanning channels in a distributed way, and let stations

in proximity share their information via BT packets. We compare the performance of

SplitScan with 802.11 standard scanning procedure and show our SplitScan signifi-

cantly reduces Wi-Fi scanning overhead through simulation and implementation.

Third, we assume that pre-installed communication infrastructures are damaged

and do not operate properly. In this scenario, a Wi-Fi multi-hop network is a feasi-

ble solution for delivering streaming traffic owing to its capability of high data rate

support without requiring any infrastructure. We tackle that IEEE 802.11 medium ac-

cess control (MAC) shows poor end-to-end throughput performance due to its use

of carrier-sensing multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA), especially

in multi-hop networks. We develop a fully distributed pipelining time division multi-

ple access (TDMA) MAC, termed DP-MAC, that aims to reduce the impact of hidden

nodes and unnecessary contentions. We evaluate its performance through extensive ns-

3 simulation and show that our DP-MAC outperforms 802.11 MAC in various multi-

hop network scenarios.

Keywords: Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, co-location, co-operation, MAC,

dual-stack device, Wi-Fi scan, multi-hop

Student number: 2012-30236
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Bluetooth (BT) and Wi-Fi are the most widely used standards for wireless communi-

cation in the industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) bands. The former is managed

by the BT special interest group (SIG) [1], and standardized as 802.15.1 specification

by Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). From BT v1.0 in 1999,

BT SIG keeps introducing the newer version of BT and recently v5.0 is announced

in 2016. The main target of BT is connecting and exchanging small amount of data

over short distance. As the advance of the internet of things (IoT) accelerates, BT will

be promising solution of connecting billions of devices and sensors. The latter, Wi-

Fi, is a wireless technology based on the IEEE 802.11 specification. Wi-Fi released

its first standard in 1997, and has been developed through 802.11b, 802.11a, 802.11g,

802.11n. The latest generation of Wi-Fi is 802.11ac, which delivers up to multi gigabit

per second data. Different from BT, it enables devices to exchange high data-rate traf-

fic, such as multimedia streaming, rapid file transfer, etc. According to ABI research,

the leader in transformative technology innovation market intelligence, forecasts that

Bluetooth will be in 60% of total devices and Wi-Fi will be found in 47% of all devices

including wearables, mobile phones, automotive, etc, in 2017.
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Since BT and Wi-Fi operate on the same frequency band, the co-existence of them

has been investigated for a long time by industries and academia. The main issue in the

co-existence of both protocols was interference. Since BT and Wi-Fi are completely

different from each other in terms of physical design and medium access control, the

one network assumed to be blind to the other network thereby generating mutual inter-

ference. In other words, BT protocol stack cannot understand Wi-Fi signals and vice

versa. Since two protocols were not mutually understandable, most previous efforts on

enhancing performance (mainly throughput) of co-existence scenario had fundamental

limitations. We denote these limited approaches as blind-to-the-other type approaches.

In todays’ mobile devices, the both wireless protocols are included for wireless

communication. For example, we can download files through Wi-Fi connection, while

listening music through BT headset with our smartphones equipped with BT and Wi-

Fi modules. In this co-located device, in contrast to the blind-to-the-other type ap-

proaches we are able to assume that the device exploits acquired information of the

other protocol as well as fully understands the both signals. We define the approaches

based on this assumption as aware-of-the-other type approaches. We believe these

novel approaches enable to overcome the fundamental limitation of co-existence prob-

lems and they lead to synergistic cooperation in various scenarios.

In this dissertation, we design three novel architecture designs according to the

various scenarios and objectives. The designs are based on the cooperation of BT and

Wi-Fi, especially aware-of-the-other type of cooperation assuming that devices are

co-located like smartphones and tablets. We first verify the feasibility of information

exchange and estimate the possible achievable gain of it in various scenarios by ex-

tensive measurements of real-world traffic. Based on the measurement, we carefully

design the protocols to enhance the performance exploiting synergy of aware-of-the-

other type cooperation.
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1.2 Related work

1.2.1 BT and Wi-Fi co-existence

The coexistence problems of BT and WLAN protocols can be categorized into two

types: network-level and device-level. On the network-level coexistence, most previous

works have focused on interference management. Yomo et al. proposed an adaptive

frequency rolling mechanism which enables frequency-hopping protocols such that

BT efficiently overcomes frequency-static interference [2]. Chek et al. proposed an ap-

proach called interference source oriented adaptive frequency hopping (ISOAFH) [3].

Hsu et al. introduced dynamic packet fragmentation to increase WLAN throughput in

the presence of nearby BT devices [4]. Wang et al. proposed the WiCop framework

that reserves resources for wireless personal area networks [5]. Chiasserini and Rao

developed overlap avoidance (OLA) schemes that adjust packet length and perform

simple traffic scheduling between BT and WLAN [6]. Aforementioned works help

mitigate mutual interference in heterogeneous networks, but they may not operate ef-

fectively for dual-stack devices where BT and WLAN protocol stacks contend within

a device.

For the device-level coexistence, Ophir et al. introduced a TD transmission schedul-

ing method for collocated BT and WLAN protocol stacks [7], under which, however, a

device may not receive traffic during the BT period since the sender does not know the

status of the receiver. Packet traffic arbitration (PTA) has been proposed by the IEEE

802.15.2 task group [8]. It supports their coexistence by prioritizing packet transmis-

sion and providing control signals between the two protocol stacks for information

exchange. This approach, however, assign time resources exclusively to the two pro-

tocols, thus causes inefficiency in spectrum utilization. In the case multiple antennas

are available, Jeon et al. showed a method for simultaneous transmission and recep-

tion of BT and WLAN packets by using an interference cancellation technique [9].

These device-level approaches do not consider antenna sharing of the two protocols,
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thus they are inappropriate to be applied directly to dual-stack devices.

Most off-the-shelf dual-stack devices utilize custom TD scheduling techniques [10,

11, 12, 13]. Details related to signaling and scheduling operations are often unknown

and thus hard to discern and evaluate. Meylan and Yan proposed a TD scheduling tech-

nique using Unscheduled Automatic Power Save Delivery (U-APSD) which has been

widely adopted in commercial dual-stack devices [14]. Sun and Xhafa evaluated the

performance of TD scheduling with the U-APSD through simulation and proposed a

CTS (clear to send)-to-Self mechanism to reduce overhead [15]. However, U-APSD

may suffer from performance degradation when the two protocol stacks try to transmit

simultaneously. Some studies investigated simultaneous reception of BT and WLAN

through a single antenna [16, 17]. They designed a shared low-noise amplifier (LNA)

for BT and WLAN, and achieved simultaneous reception of the both signals via ap-

propriate gain control. The technique, however, is limited to reception only, and the

two protocol stacks still exclusively use the antenna for transmission.

1.2.2 Wi-Fi scanning

Many literatures are interested in scanning related operations of Wi-Fi protocol and

they are categorized into two types according to their purpose: reducing handoff de-

lay and reducing scanning overhead. On the first category, Brik et al. [18] eliminated

handoff latency by exploiting multiple Wi-Fi radios, which is not common in today’s

mobile devices. Chen and Qiao [19] introduced a fast handoff scheme called HaND.

HaND achieves zero channel dwell time of handoff station, however, it requires com-

munication between APs and the handoff decision is made by the infrastructure. Xu

and et al. [20] suggested D-SCAN, which reduces scanning time by eavesdropping

hidden wireless traffic which contains the abundant AP information. Purushothaman

and Roy [21] developed FastScan scheme, which reduces scanning delay by using a

client-based database. Since it is history-based approach, the performance of scheme

depends on the accuracy of database and it requires some time to build the accurate
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database. Wu and et al. [22] proposed a fast handoff scheme called Proactive Scan,

which decouples the time-consuming channel scan from the actual handoff. Proactive

Scan successfully provides fast handoff and satisfactory performance, but it does not

reduce scanning time/energy overhead.

For reducing scanning overhead, Li and et al. [23] developed WiScan architecture.

They found the primary culprit of scanning energy overhead is the main processor

and offloaded scans to the Wi-Fi radio. Kim and et al. [24] introduced WiFisense, a

system that employs user mobility information from low-power sensors to conserve

battery power. Lee and et al. [25] also proposed a scanning method employing a mo-

tion sensor to suppress unnecessary scanning overhead. Ananthanarayanan and Stoica

[26] suggested Blue-Fi, a system that predicts the availability of the Wi-Fi connectiv-

ity by using a combination of Bluetooth contact-patterns and cell-tower information.

Choi [27] developed WidthSense, which also detects Wi-Fi signals using WPAN ra-

dio. Above-mentioned schemes run on each Wi-Fi station and reduce its own scanning

overhead. However, there is no work considering cooperation among neighboring Wi-

Fi stations for reducing scanning overhead.

1.2.3 Multi-hop transmissions

There are several previous works dealing with efficient multi-hop transmissions. Zhao et

al. [28] modeled the intra-flow contention problem considering hidden stations in

multi-hop networks. Gabale et al. [29] proposed LiT-MAC, a full-fledged TDMA

based MAC protocol for real-time applications, and implemented it on the 802.15.4

platform. Sevani et al. [30] implemented this on the 802.11 platform. Raman et al.

[31] presented Packets in Pipe (PIP), a connection-oriented multi-hop, multi-channel

TDMA-based MAC for high throughput bulk transfer based on 802.15.4. However,

LiT-MAC and PIP require separate resources for scheduling dissemination over the

whole network due to their centralized scheduling feature. This requires an over-

head, especially when the schedule varies with time. Koutsonikolas et al. [32] im-
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plemented TDM-MAC for wireless mesh networks, and Djukic et al. [33] designed

Soft-TDMAC, a software TDMA based MAC protocol over 802.11 hardware. How-

ever, these literatures only focused on the global time synchronization issue, without

considering the issues about scheduling and spatial reuse.

1.3 Contributions and Outline

Owing to their free usage in ISM bands BT and Wi-Fi protocols has become the

most popular wireless technologies in the world. Since they are operating in the same

frequency band, there has been many performance issues and corresponding solu-

tions proposed in industries and academia. The basic assumption of these approaches

was that BT and Wi-Fi protocol stacks cannot understand each other due to their

PHY/MAC design difference.

Nowadays, the two protocols are embedded together in smart phones, tablets, and

laptops. Since they are co-located, we are able to make a new assumption: the both

protocol stacks are mutually understandable via inter-protocol cooperation. This as-

sumption leads us to the possibility of aware-of-the-other approaches breaking the

limitation of previous blind-to-the-other approaches. Aware-of-the-other approaches

are able to improve the traditional co-existence problems and also provide basis to

design novel schemes for existing BT and Wi-Fi protocol operations.

This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we tackle the performance

of devices equipped with the shared antenna for BT and Wi-Fi protocol stacks. We

identify performance issues associated with the device and verify the corresponding

reasons of performance issues. We develop a standard compatible aware-to-the-other

scheme, which exploits intrinsic waiting times of Wi-Fi MAC. We evaluate the perfor-

mance of the proposed schemes via simulation and prove the feasibility of the proposed

schemes via prototype as a proof-of-concept.

In Chapter 3, we propose a novel architecture for Wi-Fi scanning which utilizes BT
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protocols as a message of cooperation. We show that the proposed architecture outper-

forms in terms of time and energy consumption via simulation compared to the 802.11

standard scanning procedure. Furthermore, we also show that the proposed architec-

ture works well on the real device through implementation on linux-based laptops.

In Chapter 4, we propose a fully distributed pipelining TDMA MAC for Wi-Fi

multi-hop networks and implement it on ns-3 simulator. The proposed MAC solves two

fundamental challenges - scheduling dissemination and spatial reuse - of TDMA multi-

hop networks. According to extensive simulation, the proposed MAC outperforms in

terms of end-to-end throughput compared to 802.11 ad-hoc MAC in various scenarios.

We conclude the dissertation in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Opportunistic Bluetooth Transmission Schemes in dual-

stack devices

2.1 Introduction

Many personal mobile devices are equipped with multiple communication modules for

different wireless communication technologies [34, 35, 36, 37]. Bluetooth (BT) and

Wireless LAN (WLAN) are two of the most popular wireless technologies due to their

free use of unlicensed spectra and support for a wide-range of applications from high-

rate data transfer to real-time streaming [38]. Due to the cost and form factor issues,

hardware manufacturers of handsets have implemented BT and WLAN protocol stacks

on a single integrated circuit [39, 40]. This results in sharing of an antenna as shown in

Fig. 2.1. In this paper, we denote the device equipped with a single-chip single-antenna

communication module for BT and WLAN protocols as a dual-stack device.

Since the dual-stack device operates across two different networks, careful coordi-

nation for resource allocation and protocol operations is imperative for spectrum effi-

ciency and system performance. Currently, the dual-stack device takes a time-division

multiplexing approach, and alternates the working protocol between BT and WLAN.

Let us define the mode of a dual-stack device to denote the working protocol. In this
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of BCM4330 chip equipped in Apple iPhone 4S and Google

Nexus 7.

alternating approach, we identify a couple of significant problems due to the hetero-

geneous nature of the two protocols. First, a dual-stack device may suffer from sig-

nificant WLAN throughput degradation due to concurrent BT traffic. In order to meet

BT’s Quality of Service (QoS) requirements (e.g., isochronous streaming), the device

stays more in BT mode because it serves best-effort service in WLAN mode. Second,

as a dual-stack device often spends a significant amount of time in WLAN mode wait-

ing for a specific WLAN channel to be idle even when it can utilize unused channels

in the other mode.

To address the both problems, we take an overlay approach and develop an Oppor-

tunistic Bluetooth Transmission scheme, termed OBT, that allows a dual-stack device

to exploit the waiting time in WLAN mode for BT transmissions. We note that our

technique makes use of new opportunity provided by the protocol stack integration.

As the dual-stack device can access information across both protocol stacks and has

a holistic view of TD-based protocol operations, it can utilize niche times in WLAN

mode, thereby improving spectrum efficiency. Our contributions in this paper are three-

fold:

• We identify two performance issues associated with a dual-stack device through

real-world measurements. We first show that there is a significant bias in band-

width sharing between BT and WLAN protocols. Then we show that WLAN

operation incurs a significant amount of waiting time for idle channel, which

may be exploited in BT mode.
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• We develop two standard-compliant schemes: OBT-BE and OBT-QoS. They uti-

lize unused time resources in WLAN mode to transmit BT packets of best-effort

traffic and QoS-sensitive traffic, respectively.

• We evaluate the performance of OBT through analysis and implementation in a

testbed.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents our motivation.

We develop the proposed schemes in Section 2.3, and provide analytical results in

Section 2.4. Further, performance evaluation is discussed in Section 2.5, followed by

concluding remarks in Section 2.6.

2.2 Background and motivation

We briefly overview protocol operations of BT specification 4.0 [1] and 802.11n for

WLAN. Then, we discuss the state-of-the-art scheduling method in dual-stack devices,

and identify its limitation through experiments.

2.2.1 Overview of BT and WLAN operations

Over the 2.4GHz unlicensed band, BT uses frequency-hopping [41, 42] to combat

interference and fading. BT devices construct a piconet with one master and multi-

ple slaves that are synchronized with the master, where all devices employ the same

frequency-hopping pattern. By default, the hopping pattern is determined over a set of

79 1MHz-channels or its subset depending on channel states. The latter is called adap-

tive frequency hopping. Time is slotted with the duration of 625μs, and multiple time

slots (e.g., 1, 3, 5) are allocated for a single BT transmission. A BT device, once it has

a packet to send, transmits the packet immediately without carrier-sensing or waiting.

IEEE 802.11 WLAN has 11 partially overlapping 20MHz-channels in the same

2.4 GHz unlicensed band and operates over one or two channels (i.e., 20 MHz or 40
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MHz in 802.11n). The standard adopts Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) with

Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA), which requires

that a backlogged device, with a packet for sending, senses the channel, waits for

distributed inter-frame space (DIFS) duration of idle channel state, picks a random

backoff counter to reduce multiple access contention with other devices, and counts

down in unit of slottime (9μs).

If the channel is sensed busy for a slottime, the device freezes its backoff counter.

Otherwise, the device reduces the back-off counter by 1 and transmits the packet when

the counter reaches 0. The transmission duration for a packet varies according to chan-

nel state, packet size, and frame aggregation policy.

2.2.2 Mode-switching of a dual-stack device

The state-of-the-art dual-stack devices provide connectivity to both BT and WLAN

networks by scheduling the resources in a time-interleaving manner. A widely used

method is to assign time to BT or WLAN protocols in an alternating manner by us-

ing U-APSD (standardized in the IEEE 802.11e specification). A brief overview of

U-APSD operation is as follows. Suppose that a dual-stack device with U-APSD has

non-empty queues (i.e., backlogged) for both of the protocols, and currently in WLAN

mode. When it needs to use the BT network, it first signals the AP by sending a null

data frame with the power management bit set in the frame control field of the header.

The AP responds to the device with an ACK frame regarding as sleeping for power

saving and holds any downlink packets destined to the device. The dual-stack device

switches its mode and starts transmitting/receiving BT packets in BT mode. To avoid

interference with other WLAN devices, the dual-stack device excludes the frequency

band that is used in the WLAN mode from the BT frequency hopping set. Once the

dual-stack device finishes its BT operation, it switches back to WLAN mode and trans-

mits another null frame or data frame to the AP with the power management bit dis-

abled. The AP then forwards the buffered WLAN packets to the dual-stack device.
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Figure 2.2: Topology of a dual-stack handset device for experiments.

2.2.3 Performance degradation of BT-WLAN dual-stack device

Under the current resource scheduling with U-APSD signaling, the two protocols do

sharing in an alternating manner, which may cause service interruption. We show that

this commonly occurs. Fig. 2.2 shows a typical network topology used in experiments.

A dual-stack device (i.e., smartphone in the middle) is associated with the AP (on the

left) and also provides an audio stream to a BT headset (on the right). There is no other

WLAN device. The AP is equipped with the RTL8192CE chipset, and the BT headset

is equipped with BT module CSR8635, which supports the BT specification 4.0 with

adaptive frequency hopping. The headset supports SubBand Coding (SBC) [43], the

most common codec for BT audio streaming, with bit rate 328 kbps. The distance

between AP and the device is 5 m, and the distance between the device and the headset

is set to 0.5m. This configuration is for a user holding a smartphone and listening to

music with a BT headset, while downloading files (e.g., mastering quality sound) via

WLAN. We measure the performance of file transfer through WLAN, with and without

BT audio streaming. We repeated each experiment 10 times, and tested four different

dual-stack devices listed in Table 2.1.

Fig. 2.3 shows average WLAN throughput (i.e., file transfer size (1.36 GB) /

measured completion time) for each dual-stack device. The WLAN throughput sig-

nificantly degrades in the presence of BT audio streaming, by 60% on average. In

stark contrast to the small bit rate (328 kbps) consumed by the BT headset codec,

the throughput degradation experienced by WLAN is two orders of magnitude greater.

It clearly shows that the trade-off between BT and WLAN throughput in dual-stack

devices is disproportional and their operations are poorly coordinated.
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Table 2.1: Testing Devices

Device Operating System Dual-stack Module

Apple iPhone6 iOS 9.0.1 Broadcom BCM4339

LG Nexus5 Android 4.4.4 Broadcom BCM4339

Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge Android 5.0.2 Broadcom BCM4358

Laptop Ubuntu 14.04.3 Atheros AR9462

Figure 2.3: WLAN throughput performance of different dual-stack devices.
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2.3 Opportunistic Bluetooth Transmission

We solve the problems by introducing the Opportunistic Bluetooth Transmission (OBT)

scheme. Suppose that a dual-stack device in WLAN mode, and overhears a WLAN

transmission that includes its transmission duration. Instead of waiting for the dura-

tion in WLAN mode, we let the device temporarily switch to BT mode and transmit

BT packets within the given duration. Adaptive frequency hopping will be applied to

avoid the channels that are already occupied by the WLAN networks. After the dura-

tion, the device switches back to the WLAN mode as if it has stayed there.

We first verify the feasibility of OBT from measurements of real-world WLAN

environments. Let deferring time denote the time that a dual-stack device is in the

WLAN mode waiting for the channel to be idle. The duration of the deferring time de-

pends on the packet length, channel state, and modulation and coding scheme (MCS).

If it is longer than the smallest time σ for a BT transmission (i.e., 625μs), it may be

used for OBT.1 We use an Intel laptop with Dual Band Wireless-AC3160 adapter to

sniff WLAN packets and measure their deferring times for an hour in three different

WLAN places: coffee shop, cafeteria, and library in the daytime. Fig. 2.4(a) shows

the cumulative distribution in each place. We find that about 54%, 33%, 76% of the

deferring times are longer than σ in the coffee shop, cafeteria, and library hotspots,

respectively. In addition to per-packet distribution, we also measure the (normalized)

total deferring time (= 1
t

∑
i t

i
def , where tidef denotes the deferring time of the i-th

packet and t is the measurement period), and the total OBT-doable deferring time

(= 1
t

∑
i t

i
def · 1{tidef≥σ}, where 1{·} denotes the indicator function). Fig. 2.4(b) shows

that more than 84% of the deferring time can be exploited by OBT, which is equal

to additional 34% of time resources. This can be considered a practical bound on the

OBT’s performance gain.

To enable OBT, it requires that the dual-stack device i) knows the deferring time

1In the case of synchronous BT traffic, a dual-stack device may need longer deferring time for syn-

chronized transmission.
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(a) CDF of deferring time

(b) Deferring time per second (on average)

Figure 2.4: Statistics of deferring time in three real-world environments.
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and ii) quickly switches between the two modes. In the former, a dual-stack device

obtains the period of channel busy from the network allocation vector (NAV) defined

in the 802.11 virtual carrier sensing mechanism. Originally, NAV is intended for a

WLAN device to save energy by refraining from physical carrier sensing when the

channel is busy for sure. We use this information as the deferring time duration. The

latter can be considered an implementation overhead. We note that, in commercial

devices, the switching time in dual-stack RF hardware is less than 1μs [44] and the

Tx/Rx turnaround time is 150μs for BT module and 5μs for WLAN module. Thus,

the switching overhead is marginal. In the following, we develop two different OBT

schemes: one for best-effort BT traffic (OBT-BE), and the other for QoS-sensitive BT

traffic (OBT-QoS).

OBT-BE: This scheme handles best-effort BT traffic such as file transfer. Since there

is no QoS requirement for BT traffic, we give priority to WLAN traffic, and passively

serve BT traffic through OBT.

Under OBT-BE, a dual-stack device starts in WLAN mode and waits for WLAN

packet transmissions from other WLAN devices. If there is a transmission and the NAV

value is updated, it checks whether the deferring time tdef is long enough to transmit

a BT packet.

If tdef is no smaller than a threshold T thrs
OBT , which equals one slot time σ(=

625μs) for OBT-BE, the device selects an acceptable BT packet length accordingly:

1 if tdef ∈ [σ, 3σ), 3 if tdef ∈ [3σ, 5σ), and 5 if tdef ≥ 5σ. Then, it switches to

BT mode and transmits a BT packet of the chosen (or smaller) packet length. After

the transmission, it checks again if the remaining deferring time is no smaller than

σ. If it is not, the procedure of length selection and BT packet transmission repeats.

Otherwise, the device switches back to WLAN mode and continues normal WLAN

operation. Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm in detail.

OBT-BE is intended to achieve high spectrum efficiency under heavy WLAN traf-

fic. We note that OBT-BE may suffer from low BT throughput under light WLAN
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Algorithm 1 OBT scheme for best-effort BT traffic (OBT-BE)

1: Input: T thrs
OBT

2: Monitoring NAV from WLAN

3: if NAV updated then

4: tdef ← NAV − tw

5: endif

6: while tdef ≥ T thrs
OBT do

7: Select a BT packet P fitting in tdef

8: Transmit(P )

9: tdef ← tdef − TTX(P )

10: endwhile

traffic, and need further modification for practical use.

OBT-QoS: This scheme targets BT traffic with strict QoS requirements such as tele-

phony and multimedia streaming. Specifically, we assume BT traffic with periodic time

structure, denoted as a cycle. QoS-sensitive BT applications with isochronous bit rate

requirements (e.g., voice or music streaming) often have constraints of throughput re-

quirement Rreq
BT and target cycle Tcycle due to their delay bound. In the state-of-the-art

approach, the dual-stack device serves the QoS BT traffic first (i.e., the device starts

each cycle with BT mode), and then within the remaining time of the cycle, it switches

to WLAN mode and transmits WLAN packets. This may result in WLAN performance

degradation when there is a large amount of BT traffic.

Under OBT-QoS, the device starts a cycle in WLAN mode, and transmits WLAN

packets. In the meantime, it transmits BT packets through OBT if possible. It keeps

track of the remaining cycle time and switches to BT mode when necessary. We denote

the switching instance as the critical time of the cycle.

An example of operation is depicted in Fig. 2.5, and the details are as follows. Let t

denote the time after a cycle starts at time 0. The variable rachBT represents the achieved
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Algorithm 2 OBT scheme for QoS BT traffic (OBT-QoS)

1: Input: T thrs
OBT , Rreq

BT , Tcycle

2: rachBT ← 0, t← 0, Initialize tstartBT

3: while t < tstartBT do

4: Monitoring NAV from WLAN

5: if NAV updated then

6: tdef ← NAV − tw

7: endif

8: while tdef ≥ T thrs
OBT and t + tdef < tstartBT do

9: Select a BT packet P fitting in tdef .

10: Transmit(P )

11: tdef ← tdef − TTX(P )

12: Update rachBT , tstartBT

13: if Rreq
BT = rachBT then break;

14: endif

15: endwhile

16: endwhile

17: while rachBT < Rreq
BT do

18: Send BT traffic

19: Update rachBT

20: endwhile

21: if t < Tcycle then

22: Wait until t = Tcycle

23: endif
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Figure 2.5: Example of operation depicting OBT-QoS scheme.

BT throughput up to t, and tstartBT denotes the expected time for mode change. Initially

the two variables are set to rachBT = 0 and tstartBT = (1 − Rreq
BT

RBT
) · Tcycle, respectively,

where RBT is the BT throughput achieved during the last BT mode. The dual-stack

device starts in WLAN mode and monitors NAV update. If it detects a sufficiently long

NAV, it triggers an opportunistic BT packet transmission. The dual-stack device stays

in WLAN mode when t < tstartBT . Suppose the device transmits a BT packet through

OBT at time t. After the transmission, it updates achieved throughput and the expected

time for mode change as follows:

rachBT ← (amount of transmitted BT traffic in this cycle)/t

tstartBT ← tstartBT +
rachBT ·t
RBT

.

When t ≥ tstartBT , the mode is changed to BT and subsequently only BT packets are

transmitted until the end of the cycle. For each BT transmission, rachBT is updated. The

cycle ends when rachBT ≥ Rreq
BT and t ≥ Tcycle.

There is a technical challenge in estimating the critical time due to the time-varying
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property of wireless channels. To address this, we take a more flexible time structure;

after the device switches to BT mode, if all the BT packets for the cycle are transmitted

before the end of the cycle, it switches back to WLAN early for the remaining time in

the cycle. Otherwise (i.e., there remain BT packets for the cycle after the end of the

cycle), it remains in BT mode occupying part of the next cycle, and makes a delayed

switch to WLAN mode after finishing BT transmissions. Algorithm 2 presents the

pseudo-code.

2.4 Modeling and Analysis

In this section, we characterize the performance of OBT-BE and OBT-QoS schemes.

We consider a network scenario of n WLAN devices with one dual-stack device, and

evaluate the performance of the dual-stack device with and without OBT schemes.

Using OBT-BE scheme, the dual-stack device has BT traffic backlog and opportunis-

tically transmits BT packets without affecting WLAN operation. Thus, it will achieve

higher BT throughput and comparable WLAN throughput compared to the device

without OBT. Using OBT-QoS scheme, the dual-stack device has a fixed amount of

BT traffic in each cycle. As it opportunistically transmits more BT packets through

OBT, it saves time in BT mode and transmits more WLAN packets. Thus it is ex-

pected to achieve comparable BT throughput and higher WLAN throughput than the

device without OBT.

Suppose that all WLAN devices (including the dual-stack device) have backlogged

WLAN traffic. The dual-stack device also has a BT traffic backlog under OBT-BE

scheme and a fixed amount of BT traffic (in each cycle) under OBT-QoS scheme.

Suppose that the dual-stack device always has packets to send over BT2 and WLAN

networks, and each WLAN device also has saturated traffic to send. Consequently, the

2This assumption is also valid under OBT-QoS where a fixed amount of BT traffic is provided in each

cycle. Since OBT-QoS tries to maximize the duration in WLAN mode, it is likely to have BT packets at

the end of the cycle.
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collision probability and the number of competing devices are constant. We assume

that the switching delay for the mode change between BT and WLAN is negligible.

Then the dual-stack device has an OBT opportunity when the following three condi-

tions are satisfied.

1. A WLAN packet is transmitted by a WLAN device.

2. The dual-stack device is not the receiver of the packet, and successfully over-

hears the packet header.

3. The duration of the deferring time obtained from the overheard WLAN packet

is longer than σ.

Let SOBT denote the expected BT throughput via OBT. We can write SOBT as

SOBT = NOBT · LOBT · ω (0 ≤ ω ≤ 1), (2.1)

where NOBT denotes the average number of OBT opportunities in the WLAN mode

per unit time, LOBT denotes the average amount of BT data transmitted through one

OBT opportunity, and ω denotes the time fraction that the device stays in the WLAN

mode during a cycle. In the following, we derive each of NOBT , LOBT , and ω.

First, let Tint denote the time interval between two ticks of the backoff counter

of the dual-stack device. Then the number of OBT opportunities per unit time can be

expressed as

NOBT =
E[Number of OBT opportunities within Tint]

E[Tint]
. (2.2)

Let Ptr denote the probability that there exists at least one WLAN transmission from

any devices in the network within Tint, and Ps denote the conditional probability that

there is only one WLAN transmission given the event of at least one WLAN transmis-

sion in Tint. Similarly, let Pw
tr and Pw

s denote the probability that there exists at least

one WLAN transmission from any WLAN devices (i.e., excluding the dual-stack de-

vice), and the conditional probability of only one WLAN transmission given the event,
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respectively. Then we analytically obtain the probabilities Ptr, Ps, Pw
tr , and Pw

s , which

are referred to in Appendix A. Let POBT denote the probability that there is an OBT

opportunity given successful transmission from one of the WLAN devices. Then the

numerator of (2.2) is equal to Pw
trP

w
trPOBT and we have

NOBT =
Pw
trP

w
s POBT

PtrPsTs + (1− Ps)PtrTc + (1− Ptr)Tidle
, (2.3)

where Ts, Tc, and Tidle denote the time durations for a successful WLAN transmission,

a collision, and idle channel, respectively. In the denominator, the first term is the

expected time for a successful WLAN transmission, the second term is the expected

time for a collision, and the third term is the expected time for idle channel (between

two ticks of the backoff counter of the dual-stack device). From (2.3) and our results

in Appendix A, we can obtain NOBT .

Second, we estimate LOBT , the average amount of BT data transmitted through an

OBT opportunity. This will be determined by deferring time tdef and Signal to Noise

Ratio (SNR) of the BT channel. Given deferring time t and SNR γ ∈ [γmin, γmax], let

LOBT (t, γ) denote the amount of transmitted BT data. We can obtain LOBT (t, γ) by

modifying the BT throughput analysis in [45]. Fig. 2.6 illustrates LOBT (t, γ). The re-

sults show that the amount of transmitted data increases with tdef in a discrete manner,

which is due to the discrete nature of BT packet transmission. Then we obtain LOBT

as

LOBT =
∫∞
T thrs
OBT

∫ γmax

γmin
LOBT (t, γ) · fT (t) dγdt, (2.4)

where fT (t) is the distribution of deferring time tdef , which is determined by WLAN

packet length distribution. We assume that fT (t) is known in advance or can be ob-

tained by overhearing.

Lastly, we consider ω, the time fraction that the device stays in the WLAN mode

during a cycle. For OBT-BE, we have ω = 1, since it does not have BT mode and trans-

mits BT packets only through OBT. In this case, the OBT throughput can be directly

obtained from (2.1), (2.3), and (2.4). For OBT-QoS, the OBT throughput depends on
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Figure 2.6: Amount of BT data transmitted through an OBT opportunity.

the required BT throughput Rreq
BT or the total amount of BT data transmitted during

a cycle. Assuming that the long-term average of a cycle duration equals Tcycle, our

algorithm successfully transmits all BT packets in the corresponding cycle. In other

words, we have

Rreq
BT · Tcycle ≈ SOBT · Tcycle + SBT · TBT

cycle, (2.5)

where SBT and TBT
cycle denote the BT throughput in the BT mode, and the time duration

that the dual-stack device is in the BT mode, respectively. The left side denotes the

amount of BT data that should be transmitted during a cycle. On the right side, the first

term denotes the amount of BT data transmitted through OBT, and the second term

denotes the amount of BT data transmitted in the BT mode. Rearranging the equation,

we have
TBT
cycle

Tcycle
=

(Rreq
BT−SOBT )

SBT
, which equals (1− ω) by definition. Hence, we obtain

SOBT = Rreq
BT − (1− ω)SBT . (2.6)
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Combining (2.1) and (2.6), we have

SOBT =
Rreq

BT − SBT

1− SBT
NOBT ·LOBT

, (2.7)

which is the expected BT throughput under OBT-QoS scheme.

Besides the OBT performance, another interesting performance metric is WLAN

throughput under the OBT schemes. For OBT-BE, the dual-stack device transmits BT

traffic only through OBT, which does not affect the WLAN throughput. Thus, one can

obtain the WLAN throughput of the dual-stack device, following the results in [46].

For OBT-QoS, the dual-stack device stays in the WLAN mode no shorter than

the dual-stack device without OBT, thereby achieving higher WLAN throughput. To

calculate the WLAN throughput of the dual-stack device, we use the transmission

probability τ from one WLAN device during Tint. For the calculation of τ , please refer

to Appendix A. Suppose that the dual-stack device transmits a WLAN packet. Given

the transmission, the conditional probability P d
s of successful transmission equals the

probability that all the other WLAN devices do not transmit, i.e., P d
s = (1− τ)n. Let

SWLAN denote the WLAN throughput of the dual-stack device with OBT-QoS, and

NWLAN denote the number of WLAN transmissions in WLAN mode in a unit time.

Then we obtain SWLAN as

SWLAN = NWLAN · E[L] · ω,

NWLAN =
τP d

s

PtrPsTs + (1− Ps)PtrTc + (1− Ptr)Tidle
,

(2.8)

where L is the WLAN payload size of transmission. The numerator of NWLAN de-

notes the probability of successful WLAN transmission of the dual-stack device during

Tint.

According to [46], the channel access behavior of WLAN devices with saturated

traffic can be modeled by a Markov chain. Since OBT opportunity can be obtained only

in WLAN mode, we focus on the duration that the network operates in WLAN mode.

In the WLAN mode, since a dual-stack device accesses the channel like a WLAN
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device, it can be also modeled by a Markov chain. Then, in a saturated network of n

WLAN devices and one dual-stack device, the packet transmission probability τ in a

slottime and the packet collision probability p are calculated as

τ =
2(1− 2p)(1− p)

(1− 2p)(Wmin + 1) + pWmin(1− (2p)m)

p = 1− (1− τ)n,

(2.9)

respectively, where Wmin denotes the minimum contention window, and m denotes

the maximum backoff stage (set to 7 by default). Then we obtain τ by solving the

equation (2.9) numerically.3

Let Pw
tr and Pw

s denote the probability that there exists WLAN transmission from

one of the WLAN devices excluding the dual-stack device, and the conditional prob-

ability that there is only one WLAN transmission in Tint, respectively, where Tint

denotes the time interval of backoff counter decrement in the dual-stack device. Using

the obtained τ , we have

Pw
tr = 1− (1− τ)n

Pw
s =

nτ(1− τ)n

Pw
tr

,
(2.10)

since only one WLAN device should transmit and the others including the dual-stack

device should stay silent for a successful transmission. Thus, the probability that there

is a successful packet transmission from the WLAN devices in Tint, i.e., the first con-

dition of OBT opportunity in Section 5, is expressed as Pw
trP

w
s .

Let POBT , reflecting the second and third conditions of OBT opportunity, denote

the probability that there is an OBT opportunity given a successful transmission from

one of the WLAN devices. It can be calculated as,

POBT = g(n) · P [tdef ≥ T thrs
OBT ] = g(n) ·

∫ ∞

T thrs
OBT

FT (t)dt, (2.11)

3The obtained τ and p can be inaccurate in a network with a very low number of devices (1 to 3) as

mentioned in the original study. This is due to the fact that the assumption of constant τ is somewhat

inaccurate in a small-sized network.
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where g(n) is the probability that the dual-stack device is not the receiver of the trans-

mission given a successful transmission from one of the WLAN devices, tdef is the

duration of deferring time, and FT (t) is the cumulative distribution function of tdef

which can be empirically obtained by the dual-stack device.

Let Ptr and Ps denote the probability that there exists WLAN transmission from

any devices in the network, and the conditional probability that there is only one

WLAN transmission given WLAN transmission in Tint, respectively. (n + 1) de-

vices (including the dual-stack device) are contending on the channel, and each trans-

mits with probability τ . Then we obtain

Ptr = 1− (1− τ)n+1

Ps =
(n+ 1)τ(1− τ)n

Ptr
.

(2.12)

To this end, we claim that a successful transmission occurs with probability PtrPs,

a collision with probability Ptr(1 − Ps), and no transmission with probability (1 −
Ptr) in Tint. Let Ts, Tc, and Tidle denote the time durations for a successful WLAN

transmission, a collision, and idle channel, respectively. Then we obtain

Ts =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Th + x+ TSIFS + TACK + TDIFS (no RTS/CTS)

Th + x+ TSIFS + TACK + TDIFS

+TRTS + TSIFS + TCTS + TSIFS (RTS/CTS enabled)

(2.13)

Tc =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Th + x+ TDIFS (no RTS/CTS)

TRTS + TDIFS (RTS/CTS enabled)

(2.14)

Tidle = slottime (9μs), (2.15)

where Th is 802.11 header duration, x is WLAN packet duration, and TSIFS , TACK , TDIFS

are constant values indicating the SIFS, ACK, DIFS duration, respectively.

Then, from (2.2) in the paper and (2.10)-(2.15), we obtain

NOBT =
Pw
trP

w
s POBT

PtrPsTs + (1− Ps)PtrTc + (1− Ptr)Tidle
.
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Table 2.2: Network Configuration Parameters

WLAN parameters

Payload size 1500 bytes (No A-MPDU), variable (A-MPDU)

A-MPDU duration 1024 or 10240 μs

Preamble duration 20 μs

SIFS, DIFS 10, 28 μs

CWmin, CWmax 16, 1024

BT parameters

Duration of slot 625 μs

CWmin, CWmax 16, 1024

Packet type DH

Packet duration 1, 3, or 5 slots

Payload size 27, 183, or 339 bytes

Target cycle 50 ms

2.5 Performance Evaluation

2.5.1 Simulation

We evaluate the performance of OBT schemes through simulation, and examine their

throughput in various settings. We consider a network scenario of n WLAN devices

and one dual-stack device. All (n+1) devices are assumed to have backlogged WLAN

traffic and their destinations are assumed to be evenly distributed over all devices in the

network. The dual-stack device has either BE or QoS-sensitive BT traffic. We set the

target cycle to 50ms due to two reasons: One is that the atheros device driver running

on the conventional dual-stack device supports BT streaming with a TD scheduling

period of 45ms. The other is that the target cycle needs to be a multiple of σ for

efficient OBT operation.

To observe OBT performance on various settings, we vary WLAN packet duration
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Figure 2.7: OBT throughput of the dual-stack device with OBT-BE scheme (γ = 30,

no RTS/CTS).

and the number of WLAN devices. For WLAN packet duration control, we apply the

aggregated medium access control (MAC) protocol data unit (A-MPDU), which has

been widely used for WLAN networks. Without A-MPDU setting, we fix the payload

size to 1500 bytes, in which case the WLAN packet duration varies according to the

MCS (374.7μs on average). With A-MPDU setting, we fix the WLAN packet duration

to 1024μs or 10240μs, in order to show the impact of the WLAN packet duration on

the OBT throughput. We present a scheme with the duration (in μs) of A-MPDU.

The performance of OBT-BE is illustrated in Fig. 2.7. In this figure, the results

marked with ‘A’ are obtained from our analysis, and the rest from simulation. This

figure shows the expected OBT throughput SOBT as we increase the number of WLAN

devices, n. The airtime occupied by WLAN packets increases with n. This allows

more deferring time for the dual-stack device, resulting in larger OBT throughput.

The results show that OBT-BE achieves the performance close to the analysis and
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verify our analysis. The gap between analysis and simulation is from the assumption

that a WLAN packet collides with constant probability p regardless of the number of

retransmissions suffered. This assumption is not valid when n and Wmin are small, as

mentioned in [46].

If the dual-stack device adopts the conventional TD scheduling, it obtains BT

throughput by sacrificing WLAN throughput as we see in Section 2.2.2. On the other

hand, the device with OBT-BE scheme achieves SOBT without sacrificing any WLAN

performance via exploiting deferring times.
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Next, we measure the performance of the dual-stack device with and without OBT-

QoS, under different throughput requirements Rreq
BT of BT QoS traffic. We omit the

analysis results, since the gap between analysis and simulation is smaller than 3.5%

when n ≥ 3. Fig. 2.8(a) shows the ratio ω of the duration in BT mode to a cycle. With-

out OBT, for non-zero Rreq
BT , the ratio immediately decreases to transmit BT packets.

In contrast, with OBT-QoS, the decrease of ω starts later (i.e., after Rreq
BT ≥ 0.1), since

a small amount of BT traffic can be fully delivered through OBT. Throughout the sim-

ulation, we observe that with OBT, the ratio is better (larger) than that without OBT.

Also the results show that the gain becomes larger with the A-MPDU size. For exam-

ple, when A-MPDUs are of length 10240 μs, the BT traffic rate up to 0.4 Mbps can be

supported by the OBT scheme.

Fig. 2.8(b) shows that the WLAN throughput according to the required BT through-

put. Basically, the WLAN throughput follows the same pattern as in Fig. 2.8(a), since

it depends on the time spent in the WLAN mode per cycle. Without OBT, for non-

zero Rreq
BT , the WLAN throughput immediately decreases to transmit BT packets. On

the other hand, with OBT-QoS, it starts to decrease from a certain Rreq
BT , since a small

Rreq
BT can be achieved through OBT. The results show that WLAN throughput is al-

ways better with OBT than that without OBT and the gain grows with the A-MPDU

size, which is the similar results with the previous one.

Fig. 2.8(c) illustrates the throughput gain of OBT-QoS scheme. The throughput

gain is defined as WLAN throughput of OBT-QoS over that of conventional TD schedul-

ing (without OBT). OBT-QoS achieves larger WLAN throughput with longer A-MPDU

(up to 288%) owing to the longer duration of deferring time.

2.5.2 Implementation and experiments

In this section, we implement the OBT scheme on a commercial device and evaluate its

performance. The BT protocol stack consists of two parts: host part and controller part.

The former is implemented in the Linux kernel and the latter is on a hardware chipset
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or a firmware. An ideal implementation is to embed the OBT scheme in the controller

part, since it needs rapid discovery of deferring time and OBT within a deferring time.

However, due to the limited accessibility to hardware and firmware4 we implement

OBT-BE on the host part.

Our implementation in the Linux kernel is depicted in Fig. 2.9. In a laptop with

an AR9280 802.11n WLAN card and a CSR USB dongle that supports BT 4.0, we

modify the kernel and set up the laptop to operate as a dual-stack device with OBT-

BE. Without accessing the firmware, we are unable to have a precise time control for

scheduling, and face a slower transition problem between the two protocols (compared

to the case of implementation in the controller), which incurs additional overhead for

OBT. Nonetheless, we show the gain of OBT is substantial and our implementation

serves as a good proof-of-concept in practice.

We modify the atheros ath9k open source driver [47] to obtain NAV value, which

is updated every frame reception. Our BT host generates a BT packet at the start of

an OBT opportunity, and the BT controller is responsible for the BT transmission of

the packet. In order to transmit multiple BT packets within a single OBT opportunity,

the BT host needs to know when the previous transmission ends. Unfortunately, this

information is not directly available at the BT host, and we obtain the information by

observing the number of completed packets (NumCP) events from the controller. Since

the interval of this event is manufacturer specific, we need additional (and random)

delay to get the information. The host part in our OBT-BE implementation operates as

follows.

1. The host waits until the NAV value is larger than the OBT threshold. If this

happens, it switches to BT mode and sets the deferring time to the NAV.

2. It schedules a BT packet transmission that fits in the deferring time, and waits

4A lot of dual-stack device are equipped with a BT/WLAN dual-stack module, which integrates BT

and WLAN into a single chip. The technique for scheduling both traffic is manufacturer specific and

confidential in general since it is a key area of competition among vendors.
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Figure 2.9: Overview of OBT implementation.

for a NumCP event.

3. If it observes a NumCP event before the deferring time expires, updates the de-

ferring time and goes to Step 2. Otherwise, it assumes that the BT transmission

failed, switches back to the WLAN mode, and goes to Step 1.

We consider the network topology shown in Fig. 2.10(a) and measure the OBT

throughput of the laptop (dual-stack device) with OBT-BE scheme. There is one (non-

dual-stack) WLAN device that transmits WLAN packets to AP with A-MPDU length

of 10240μs. The dual-stack device generates WLAN uplink traffic with the same A-

MPDU length and transmits BT packets only through OBT. The WLAN device and

the dual-stack device are 3m away from the AP and the BT receiver is also 3m away

from the dual-stack device. Fig. 2.10(b) illustrates a trace of OBT throughput for 30
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(a) Evaluation topology (b) OBT throughput trace

Figure 2.10: Network configuration and the resulting OBT throughput.

(a) 50-byte BT Packets (b) 672-byte BT Packets

Figure 2.11: Distribution of measured transmission durations for different size of BT

packets in CSR BT USB dongle.
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seconds. The dual-stack device reports its average OBT throughput of the previous

interval, which is set to 50 ms We repeat the measurements 10 times. On average,

OBT throughput is 183.3kbps, and 42.2% of OBT attempts are successful. We con-

sider a BT packet scheduled at the host as a successful transmission if we observe a

NumCP event within the deferring time, and as a failed transmission otherwise. Note

that a missed NumCP event means that the host is not sure whether the scheduled BT

packet is successfully transmitted within the deferring time. Compared to the simula-

tion result of 399 kbps OBT throughput (when n=1, 10240μs A-MPDU) in Fig. 2.7,

the dual-stack device achieves only 45.9% of the throughput. The fluctuation in OBT

throughput is mainly due to frequent failures of OBT attempts.

To find the reason for frequent OBT failures, we further investigate the OBT im-

plementation overhead at the BT host. We measure the time until a NumCP event is

observed after its scheduling, i.e., transmission time observed at the host. Fig. 2.11

shows the time distribution. In theory, BT transmissions of 50-byte packet and 672-

byte packet take less than 3.75ms and 7.5ms, respectively. However, the results show

that 95% of 50byte packets take the transmission time of larger than 6ms, and 97% of

672byte packets larger than 8ms, due to the lack of precise time control for schedul-

ing at the BT host. The overhead is mainly due to the waiting for NumCP events at the

host and this overhead causes frequent OBT failures. The generation of NumCP events

highly depends on chipset manufacturers. In additional experiments with a Broadcom

USB dongle, we observed that the waiting time for a NumCP event is about 250ms,

which significantly restricts BT transmissions in an OBT opportunity.5

2.6 Conclusion

Recent technology advances allow sharing of an antenna between two different net-

work protocols in dual-stack devices. In particular, BT and WLAN protocol stacks are

5If one can implement OBT schemes on the BT controller, it is possible to exactly know the comple-

tion of BT packet transmission at the BT radio without using NumCP events.
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commonly combined into a single chip for form factor and cost purposes. Despite inde-

pendent operation of the two protocols, the ease of information sharing between them

affords opportunities to overcome inefficiency arising from TD based scheduling. We

propose opportunistic BT transmission (OBT) as a means to increase the capacity of

a dual-stack BT-WLAN system in which BT packets are transmitted while it waits for

the WLAN channel to be idle in WLAN mode. By opportunistically utilizing intrinsic

deferring times of WLAN MAC operation and avoiding interference through adaptive

frequency hopping, we showed that significant performance gain is achievable.

Motivated by the measurements from three real-world hotspots, we developed two

OBT schemes, each for best-effort traffic and QoS-sensitive (i.e., streaming) traffic, re-

spectively, and evaluated their performance through analysis and simulation. Further,

we verified feasibility by implementing the preliminary version of OBT-BE scheme

in the kernel space under limited hardware accessibility. Although our proposed OBT

schemes are compliant with the standards, there is a room for enhancing our prototype

by using fine-grained BT transmission timing information. Since it requires accessi-

bility to the firmware, it remains an interesting implementation problem.
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Chapter 3

SplitScan: Distributed Wi-Fi Scanning over Neighbor-

ing Stations via Bluetooth Low Energy

3.1 Introduction

Today’s mobile devices support various kinds of wireless connectivity, such as long-

term evolution (LTE), Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, etc. Especially, Wi-Fi is the most popular

wireless protocol due to their free use of unlicensed spectra and support for high-

data rate applications. In order to enjoy applications through Wi-Fi connectivity, a

mobile device needs to maintain a connection to Wi-Fi access point (AP), and all

uplink and downlink traffics pass through the AP. 1 Accordingly, discovering nearby

APs and maintaining the list of them are salient issues for Wi-Fi devices to retain Wi-Fi

connection or handoff to another better AP.

To establish a Wi-Fi connection with an AP, a mobile device, operating as a Wi-

Fi station, requires information of the target AP, such as service set identifier (SSID),

supported rates, capability information, etc. 802.11 specification defines scanning pro-

cedure for a station to obtain necessary information of nearby APs. In a single scan-

ning procedure, a station is required to visit all available Wi-Fi channels one-by-one

1We consider only infrastructure mode, since ad-hoc mode is rarely used.
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and collects the information from APs in each visiting channel. The frequency of the

scanning procedure is implementation specific, however, the procedure should be done

consistently since the scanning procedure is essential for maintaining the list of nearby

APs which may be a potential candidate of handoff.

The energy consumption of mobile devices has been an important issue since they

have limited power. A scanning procedure is one of the energy consuming Wi-Fi oper-

ations, since it spends considerable amount of energy to discover APs on every Wi-Fi

channel. Furthermore, the scanning procedure delays handoff to another AP by letting

the station spend much time on visiting every Wi-Fi channel [48]. Through experi-

ments, we identify that the periodic scanning procedure consumes plenty of time and

energy. To address this problem, we propose SplitScan protocol, which enables Wi-Fi

stations to share their scanning information via Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) packet

exchange. This is possible since the majority of mobile devices, such as smartphones,

tablets, and laptops, are equipped with the both Bluetooth and Wi-Fi interface. By

sharing their scanning information through SplitScan2, stations are able to reduce the

number of their scanning channels, thereby saving time and energy consumption on

Wi-Fi scanning procedure.

Reducing scanning overhead also have received attention from hardware manufac-

turers. Some commercial Wi-Fi stations intelligently control the interval of the scan-

ning procedure to reduce scanning overhead. For example, having a stable connection

with an AP, the station increases the interval of the scanning procedure. This might

save scanning overhead, but approaches to increasing the scanning interval include

a potential danger of increasing handoff delay due to outdated scanning information

when the existing connection is lost unexpectedly. Our solution, SplitScan, tries to re-

duce scanning overhead, i.e., time and energy consumption, by limiting the number of

scanning channels via sharing scanning information with neighboring stations instead

of increasing scanning interval. Hence, the Wi-Fi stations running SplitScan maintain

2In this paper, we use SplitScan as an abbreviation of SplitScan protocol.
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up-to-date AP-existing channel information even with the reduced scanning overhead.

Our contributions in this paper are two-fold:

• We propose SplitScan protocol. It enables stations to reduce their scanning over-

head in terms of time and energy consumption. Eventually, SplitScan extends a

life-time of Wi-Fi station and leads to fast association or handoff.

• We evaluate the performance of SplitScan through simulation and implementa-

tion in a testbed.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents scanning back-

ground and our motivation. We develop the proposed protocol, SplitScan, in Section

3.3. We provide performance evaluation in Section 3.4, followed by concluding re-

marks in Section 3.5.

3.2 Background and motivation

We briefly overview Wi-Fi scanning procedure operations of 802.11 specification.

Then, we identify its limitation through experiments.

3.2.1 802.11 standard scanning

Two kinds of scanning mode, i.e. active scanning and passive scanning, are defined

in 802.11 specification. Using passive scanning, the station shall listen to the channel

for no longer than MaxChannelTime. If it hears a beacon from AP, then it will ob-

tain the information of the AP included in the received beacon. Using active scanning,

the station sends the probe request frames and waits for the corresponding probe re-

sponse frames from nearby APs. When the station sends the probe request frames, it

set and start a probe timer. If the station receives at least one probe response before

the the probe timer reaches MinChannelTime, then it waits more probe responses on

the channel until the probe timer reaches MaxChannelTime. On the other hand, if the
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Figure 3.1: Active scanning operation

probe timer reaches MinChannelTime without receiving any probe responses, then the

station scans the next channel. Fig. 3.1 shows the details of active scanning operation.

Active scanning is faster than the other since it triggers response from APs instead

of passively waiting beacons, but prohibited in some frequency bands or some Wi-Fi

regulatory domains.

Since a station wants to obtain the information of nearby APs in all Wi-Fi channels

in general, a single scanning procedure requires a station to scan every channel one by

one. In each channel, the station should employ either of the scanning mode. Since

active scanning is preferred due to its speed, the station uses active scanning unless

it is prohibited by the regulation. A station may scan only a subset of Wi-Fi channels

instead of scanning all channels. This might reduce the time spending on the Wi-Fi

scanning procedure, but result in loss of AP information on the non-scanned Wi-Fi

channels. The scanning time of the station is defined as the sum of time consumption

in each channel during the scanning procedure and it depends on the set of scanning

channels and the regulation of the channels.
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Table 3.1: Scanning overhead of the station

Average

Scanning time (s) 2.891

Wasted scanning time (s) 2.094

Energy consumption (mJ) 793.1

3.2.2 Scanning performance of 802.11 standard scanning

Under the 802.11 standard scanning, a station scans all Wi-Fi channels, and it may

cause time and energy waste. We show that this wastage commonly occurs through

measurement. We put one laptop equipped with Qualcomm Atheros AR9580 Wi-Fi

network adapter in the office. The laptop is unassociated and trigger its scanning pro-

cedure with the fixed scanning period. The scanning period, defined as a time interval

between two consecutive scanning procedure, of the laptop is set to 60 s (default set-

ting of mac80211). According to the original 4.4.33 kernel codes, the laptop stays for

the channel for 56 ms for a active scanning, 108 ms for a passive scanning. We change

the channel staying time for a active scanning to 30 ms [18] by modifying mac80211

kernel code, since the default value is not realistic. The experiment results are averaged

over 24 hours.

Fig. 3.1 shows the scanning overhead of the laptop. It consumes around 4.8%

(2.891 s per 60 s) of its operation time. We calculates the energy consumption dur-

ing the scanning procedure [49] and BT power consumption parameters are obtained

from [50]. by measuring the transmission time of probe requests, receiving time of

probe responses, and the idle listening time. The laptop consumes significant amount

of energy (793.1 mJ) on the scanning procedure, mostly in idle listening state [51]

for waiting probe responses or beacons. We calculate the wasted scanning time where

the wasted scanning time denotes the sum of scanning time on the channel without

AP. The laptop shows high wasted scanning ratio (larger than 72%), since it scans all

Wi-Fi channels.
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Figure 3.2: Similar AP-found channel list of two geographically close stations
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3.3 SplitScan Protocol

We solve the problem of scanning overhead by introducing the SplitScan protocol.

Suppose that stations are allowed to transmit packets via BLE interface containing

their own Wi-Fi scanning information. Then, instead of scanning all Wi-Fi channels,

stations will scan the reduced set of channels using information from nearby stations.

Since BLE advertising packets are broadcast, any station around the sender can receive

the packet. We first verify the feasibility of SplitScan from real-world measurements

and explain the SplitScan in detail.

3.3.1 Potential of SplitScan

To identify the potential gain of cooperation between stations, we add one more laptop

10 m away from the existing one as illustrated in the Fig. 3.2(a). We compare the

the AP-found channel list, the set of channels that the laptop found at least one AP

on, of the two stations obtained from the their scanning procedures. As illustrated in

the Fig. 3.2(b), the both laptops find APs in the almost same channels. Since they are

geographically close each other, they are likely to see the almost same set of APs.

Thus, one Wi-Fi station is able to share its AP-found channel list to the other station,

then the other station may reduce the set of scanning channel set using the shared

information, and vice versa.

We also measured the number of stations seen by the laptop 1 to verify how many

Wi-Fi stations are able to share their scanning results potentially. The measurement

is done by capturing probe requests whose Wi-Fi signal strength larger than -70 dBm

(close enough to sharing information through BLE) in the Wi-Fi channel 1. We count

the number of different senders of probe requests per 60 s for a day. Fig. 3.3 shows

that the station 1 has 4.3 neighboring stations in average. In the daytime, the number of

neighboring stations fluctuate since people with mobile devices wander around. Since

stations currently follows 802.11 standard, they independently run its own scanning
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Figure 3.3: Average number of neighboring stations
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Figure 3.4: Example of sharing scanning information among 4 stations

procedure without sharing information with neighboring stations even though they

may see the similar set of APs.

If multiple devices share their scanning result efficiently, then the scanning time

dramatically reduces because the devices reduce the number of scanning channels.

For instance, 4 stations scan only 1/4 of the total Wi-Fi channels as depicted in the

Fig. 3.4 and share the results through BLE thereby saving 3/4 of the scanning time

and the corresponding scanning energy compared to scanning all Wi-Fi channels.

In summary, a Wi-Fi station consumes much time and energy for scanning pro-

cedure, especially in 802.11 standard scanning. We believe the amount of scanning

channels can be reduced by sharing scanning information with neighboring stations.

This approach is feasible since geographically close stations are likely to see the same

APs when the density of stations is high enough to share scanning information through

BLE.

3.3.2 Overview of SplitScan

SplitScan protocol is designed to distribute Wi-Fi channels needed to be scanned into

neighboring stations and let them share the scanning results via BLE packets to re-

duce scanning time/energy overhead as depicted in the Fig. 3.5. There are three prin-

ciples to design SplitScan protocol. First, SplitScan protocol operates in a distributed

way. A centralized approach is effective on fair scanning channel distribution among
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Figure 3.6: Definition of channel set

stations, but the management of the coordinator and the dissemination of scanning

channel assignment to the other stations are huge burden on the network. Second, a

single SplitScan procedure should update the scanning result of all Wi-Fi channels.

In other words, one SplitScan procedure should not miss the scanning result of any

channels. Third, SplitScan protocol fairly distributes the total Wi-Fi scanning channels

among stations. For example, if 4 stations are sharing their scanning information via

SplitScan, they scan 1
4 amount of Wi-Fi channels each. In the following, we explain

the details of SplitScan protocol.

In 802.11 standard scan, a station scans 38 Wi-Fi channels, 14 channels at 2.4 GHz

and 24 channels at 5 GHz 3. We call these 38 Wi-Fi channels as the total Wi-Fi channel

set. For convenience, we divide the total Wi-Fi channel set into k = k2.4 + k5 subsets,

k2.4 subsets at 2.4 GHz and k5 subsets at 5 GHz. For example, when k2.4 = 4 and k5 =

6, the total Wi-Fi channel set is divided as {{1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}, {7, 8, 9, 10}, {11, 12, 13, 14}}
at 2.4 GHz and {{36, 40, 44, 48}, {52, 56, 60, 64}, {100, 104, 108, 112}, {116, 120, 124, 128},
{132, 136, 140, 149}, {153, 157, 161, 165}} at 5 GHz where the elements in the sets

3We use United States FCC regulatory domain
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represent the Wi-Fi channel index. Let us define these subsets as channel sets (CSs).

Fig. 3.6 shows the channel set definition when k2.4 = 4, k5 = 6.

Instead of scanning the total Wi-Fi channel set, a station with SplitScan protocol

scans the channels only included in two group of channels. One is defined as scanning

channel set (SCS), which is the channel set the station takes charge of. The SCS of

the station is determined as a union of CSs selected by itself among all k CSs. The

other is received scanning result (rx-SR), which is defined as the channels notified

by nearby station that there is at least one AP in the channel. We express SCS of the

station as k-bit boolean value, the first k2.4 bits for 2.4 GHz channels and the rest k5

bits for 5 GHz channels. For example, when k2.4 = 4 and k5 = 6, then the SCS of

the station can be expressed as 1100111000 and the SCS value means that the station

in charge of scanning the first two CSs in 2.4 GHz and the first three CSs in 5 GHz.

Thus, the station will scan the channel index from 1 to 6 and from 36 to 112 with the

SCS, 1100111000. We express rx-SR of the station as a 38 bit boolean value. The least

significant bit of rx-SR maps to the first channel, channel 1, and the most significant

bit to the last channel, channel 165.

Initially, rx-SR of the station is set to all zero bits. Every time the station receives

SplitScan information packet (SIP) through BLE, it updates rx-SR and received SCS

(rx-SCS). The former is updated as an bit-wise OR operation of existing rx-SR and

the received scan result (SR) field in the SIP payload. The latter is also updated as an

bit-wise OR operation of rx-SCS and the SCS field in the SIP payload. Before starting

its scanning procedure, the station checks rx-SR. It needs to scan the channel whose

bit is enabled in rx-SR since it is believed that there is at least one AP in the channel.

Moreover, the station also need to scan the channels included in its own SCS, which is

derived from the rx-SCS via SCS selection algorithm. Therefore, the station generates

38-bit a scanning channels (SC) value, which is the union of the channels included in

the SCS and the channels enabled in rx-SR and then only scans the channels in SC.

After finishing SplitScan procedure, the station should transmit SIP via BLE. The
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Figure 3.7: Example of SplitScan protocol operation

SIP contains its SCS and SR. SR is also expressed as 38-bit boolean array, and rep-

resents the AP existence of each channel obtained from the SplitScan procedure. The

enabled i-th bit in SR means there is at least one AP in the corresponding channel i.

Fig. 3.7 shows the example of SplitScan protocol operation when three stations are

running SplitScan protocol. In summary, a station maintains two boolean arrays, rx-

SR and rx-SCS, and update them whenever it receives SIP. Before starting SplitScan

procedure, the station update SCS from rx-SCS and and scans the union of channels

included in the SCS and rx-SR, named SC.

3.3.3 Scanning channel set (SCS) selection algorithm

The most important part in SplitScan is how to assign the Wi-Fi channels fairly to the

stations in close proximity in a distributed way. We achieve it through SCS selection

algorithm. In SplitScan protocol, a station maintains two values, rx-SCS and Ni, the set

of neighboring stations who send SIP to station i, in a previous SplitScan period. The

station i decides its own SCS based on the rx-SCS and Ni through the SCS selection
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algorithm.

The SCS selection algorithm is run by each stations and its goal is to minimize the

size of SCS, i.e. the number of scanning channels in the SCS, since the time and en-

ergy consumption of Wi-Fi scanning is directly proportional to the number of scanning

channels. According to the SplitScan design principles, there are two important con-

straints. First, the station i should obtain new scanning results of all Wi-Fi channels.

This can be expressed as the equation below.

SCSm
all = rxSCSm

i | SCSm
i (m = 2.4 or 5) (3.1)

where

rxSCSm
i = |j∈Ni SCSm

j , (3.2)

SCSm
all denotes the km bits of 1 s, rxSCSm

i represents the received SCS of station i

at m GHz band during the previous scanning interval, SCSm
i represents the SCS of

station i at m GHz band, and the symbol | denotes the bit-wise OR operation. Equation

3.1 means that a certain SCS not scanned by station i’s neighboring stations should be

scanned by the station i, i.e. should be included in the SCS of station i, to obtain new

scanning results of the all Wi-Fi channels. Equation 3.2 means that rxSCSm
i is an

accumulated information of received SCSs from neighboring stations j ∈ Ni. That is,

if a certain SCS is scanned by at least one of its neighboring stations j, the station i

classify it as the scanned CS and will not scan again.

Second, the station i should fairly share the SCSs with its neighboring stations.

This can be expressed as

n(SCSm
i ) ≥ round(

km
size(Ni) + 1

) (3.3)

where n(X) is the number of 1s in set X and the size(S) denotes the number of

elements in the set S. Equation 3.3 means that the station i scans at least km
size(Ni)+1

number of SCSs, which is the average number of SCSs, assuming that km CSs are

evenly divided into station i and its neighboring stations who send SIPs to the station

i.
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Station i runs the SCS selection algorithm right before starting its SplitScan pro-

cedure. Based on the constraints, the algorithm operates as follows. Station i applies

the first constraint and generates candidates of SCSm
i . The required input for ap-

plying the first constraint is Ni and SCSm
j (j ∈ Ni), the received SCS from neigh-

boring stations. Then, station i calculates the minimum number of SCSs of station

i on the m GHz band, nmin(SCSm
i ), which satisfies the Equation 3.3 and mini-

mizes n(SCSm
i ). Lastly, among all SCSm

i candidates, station i eliminates the can-

didates whose n(SCSm
i ) are not equal to nmin(SCSm

i ). If the remaining candidates

of SCSm
i are multiple then the station i randomly chooses one of them as its SCSm

i .

Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo code of the algorithm.

Algorithm 3 SCS selection algorithm

1: Input: Ni, rxSCSm
i , km for m = 2.4 and 5

2: Output: SCSm
i for m = 2.4 and 5

3: C = ∅

4: nmin(SCSm
i )← round( km

size(Ni)+1) for m = 2.4 and 5

5: C ={ SCSm
i | SCSm

all = (rxSCSm
i | SCSm

i ) for m = 2.4 and 5}
6: for all element c ∈ C do

7: Eliminate c if n(c) �= nmin(SCSm
i )

8: endfor

9: Select one element as SCSm
i in C

We briefly explain how the station operates with SplitScan protocol. Suppose that

the station i periodically triggers SplitScan procedure. It collects SCSm
j and SRm

j

(j ∈ Ni) from neighboring stations by receiving SIPs between two consecutive SplitScan

procedures. The collected SCSm
j and SRm

j (j ∈ Ni) are accumulated in rxSCSm
i

and rxSRm
i whenever the station i receives SIP. Before starting the SplitScan pro-

cedure, the station i determines SCSm
i using the SCS selection algorithm. It starts

SplitScan procedure on the channels, i.e., visiting channel one by one, included in
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Figure 3.8: SplitScan information packet format

SCSm
i and enabled in SRm

i . After finishing the SplitScan procedure, the station i

sends its SCSm
i and its scanning result, SRi, using SIP through BLE. Neighboring

station j of station i updates their rxSCSm
j and rxSRm

j if they receive the SIP from

station i. Every SplitScan-enabled station independently operates the same as station

i.

3.3.4 SplitScan Information Packet

As a means of exchanging Wi-Fi scanning information, we design a SIP. It contains

two values, SCS and the SR. As mentioned before, SCS requires k bits and SR

requires 38 bits, so the required payload length is 38+k bits. We select k2.4 = 4 and

k5 = 6. Thus, SIP payload requires 48 bits (= 6 bytes). The SIP packet format is

illustrates in Fig. 3.8.

The SIP can be generated and interpreted as follows. The SIP sender enables the s-

th bit of SCS2.4 and SCS5 if it scans the corresponding SCS and also enables the l-th

bit of SR if it found at least one AP on the channel l. The SIP receiver believes that the

SCS are scanned by the SIP sender if the corresponding bits are enabled in the received

SCS field and the AP exists on the channel l if the l-th bit enabled in the received SR

field. For example, if a station receives SIP payload 1000 100000 1010...000, that the

station believes that the SIP sender scans the first SCS, i.e., first 3 channels, in 2.4

GHz, the first SCS, i.e., the first 4 channels, in 5 GHz and there are APs only in the
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Table 3.2: Simulation configuration parameters

Settings Value

Simulation Time 600 s

Number of Wi-Fi Channels 14 in 2.4 GHz, 24 in 5 GHz

Number of APs 10

Number of Stations 30 (3 per AP)

Transmission Range of BLE/Wi-Fi 30 m / 100 m

Wi-Fi Scanning Interval 60 s

Active / Passive Channel Time 30 ms / 108 ms

Min / Max Channel Time 30 ms / 30 ms

Number of SCS 4 in 2.4 GHz, 6 in 5 GHz

BLE Advertising Interval/Timeout 170 ms / 60 s

BLE Scan Window/Interval 170 ms / 60 s

channel 1 and 3.

3.4 Performance Evaluation

3.4.1 Simulation

We evaluate the performance of SplitScan protocol through simulation, and examine

its performance. We consider a network scenario of 10 APs and 30 stations, 3 associ-

ated stations per AP. APs are deployed randomly in 100 m radius from the origin and

stations are deployed randomly in 100 m from the their associated APs as depicted in

Fig. 3.9. Operating channels of APs are randomly selected among 38 channels. Sta-

tions are assumed to scan periodically with 60 sec interval and total simulation time

is 600 sec. BLE operation parameters - advertising interval/timeout and scan win-

dow/interval are derived from [52] to minimize energy consumption while guarantee-

ing BLE packet delivery. We assume that there are no BLE/Wi-Fi channel loss. The
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Figure 3.9: Simulation topology
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Figure 3.10: Average scanning time of every station

detailed configuration parameters are listed in Table 3.2.

Fig. 3.10 shows the average scanning time of all stations with two different scan-

ning procedures, 802.11 standard scan and SplitScan. In average, 802.11 standard scan

procedure consumes 3090 ms, while SplitScan procedure consumes only 1890 ms,

61.15% of standard scan. Hence, stations spend 5.15% of their operation time for scan-

ning procedure with 802.11 standard scan, but spend less than 3.2% with SplitScan in

average. There are some interesting cases in these figures. For example, station 24 does

not obtain any scanning time gain from SplitScan since it does not have any neighbor-

ing stations in the BLE transmission range. Station 8, 14, 21, 25, 26, 27 also do not

obtain scanning time gain with SplitScan due to the same reason with station 24. Sta-

tion 28 obtains a relatively small scanning time gain due to topological reason. The

station 28 may expect to scan half of Wi-Fi SCSs, since it has only one neighbor sta-
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Figure 3.11: Average saved energy of each station

tion, station 7. However, the station 7 scans only 1/4 of Wi-Fi SCSs, since it receives

3 SIP packets from neighboring stations. Thus, station 28 need to scan the rest of 3/4

of Wi-Fi SCSs not scanned by station 7. As a result, The gain of station 28 becomes

relatively small.

Next, we measure the average saved energy of the scanning procedures. It is cal-

culated as the Energy consumption in 802.11 standard scan−Energy consumption in SplitScan
Number of scanning procedures

. We use the

energy model used in the Section 3.2.2. Fig. 3.11 shows the energy consumption of

each station. The average energy gain per scan 262.1 mJ, i.e., the average power gain

is 4.37 mW (� 262.1 mJ/60 s). Some stations such as station 8, 14, and so on, can-

not achieve positive power gain, since they has no neighboring station. The station 28

saves only 43.08 mJ of energy per scanning procedure since it has only one neighbor

station and scans 3/4 of Wi-Fi SCS due to topological reason. Stations with small num-
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Figure 3.12: Wasted scanning time of every station

ber of neighboring stations spend energy on transmitting, waiting and listening SIP via

BLE, but likely to obtain a little Wi-Fi information from neighboring stations to get

enough scanning time gain.

Fig. 3.12 illustrates the wasted scanning time of each station. Compared to SplitScan,

802.11 standard scan wasted 83.92% of time more on scanning the channels without

APs. Since stations with SplitScan do not scan the channels notified by neighboring

station that there is no AP, thus the scanning time wastes of stations reduces.

We evaluate the performance of the SCS selection algorithm by calculating the

fairness index of n(SCS) of stations. The fairness index of scanning channel set is

defined as
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Figure 3.13: Fairness index of the number of SCSs of n SplitScan stations
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Table 3.3: Unfair SCS saturation example in 2.4 GHz band

Time instance Station 1 Station 2 Station 3

t0 1100 0011 -

t3 - - 1111

t1 0001 - -

t2 - 0010 -

t3 + T - - 1100

t1 + T 0001 - -

t2 + T - 0010 -

t3 + 2T - 1100

ρ =
{∑n

i=1 SCSi}2
n
∑n

i=1 SCSi
2 (3.4)

where the allocation of n(SCS) is given as {n(SCS1), n(SCS2), n(SCS3), ..., n(SCSn)}.
ρ is called Jain’s fairness index and one of the quantitative fairness measures. The value

is in the range of [1/n 1]. If all values are equal, ρ = 1. If a certain one takes all, and

the others have nothing, then ρ = 1/n.

Since the number of SCS affects the scanning time and energy, fair distribution

of SCS is important issue of SplitScan performance. In the aforementioned topology,

the fairness index is 0.7942. Note that a station with many neighbor stations scans

small number of SCSs, but one with small number of neighbor stations scans large

number of SCSs. Thus, the fairness index of n(SCS) depends on the topology a lot

and the fairness index will be larger, if the density of stations are uniform, i.e., evenly

distributed like a grid topology.

Fig. 3.13 shows the fairness index of n(SCS) according to number of neighboring

stations, n, assuming that all n stations are in the BLE range, i.e., all stations receive

n − 1 SIPs from neighboring stations in their scanning interval. There are two results

labeled with ’SCS-orig’ and ’SCS-probRound’. The former is the result applying
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the original SCS selection algorithm. In the simulation, we found some corner cases,

which result in a unfair SCS allocation. We call this problem as unfair SCS saturation.

According to the examination, the problem only happens when km
size(Ni)+1 is not an

integer.

The exact reason of this problem is illustrated in the Table. 3.3. Suppose that station

3 starts the SplitScan procedure when station 1 and station 2 fairly scan half of the total

Wi-Fi channels. We assume that the scanning period, T , of stations are the same. Let us

denote t0 as the initial time instance and ti as the time instance of starting the scanning

procedure of station i. The scanning order is given as station 3→ station 1→ station

2, i.e., t0 < t3 < t1 < t2.

At t0, there are only station 1 and station 2, and they evenly distribute their SCSs.

Station 3 start its SplitScan procedure with SCS2.4
all = 1111 (initial SCS setting) and

scans all SCSs at t3 in 2.4 GHz. Since the station 1 receives 2 SIPs from station 2 and 3,

size(Ni) = 2 at t1. Since km = 4 in 2.4 GHz, n(SCS2.4
1 ) = round( 4

2+1) = 1. Thus,

the station 1 chooses SCS2.4
1 = 0001 among 4 candidates, 0001, 0010, 0100, 1000, by

applying the SCS selection algorithm. The station 2 also receives 2 SIPs from station

1 and 3, n(SCS2.4
2 ) = round( 4

2+1) = 1. Thus, the station 2 selects SCS2.4
1 = 0010

among 4 candidates at t2. At t3 + T , the station 3 receives two SIPs from station 1

and 2. Since they scans only one CS each, the station 3 need to scan the rest CSs to

obtain the results of all Wi-Fi channels. As a results, SCS2.4
3 = 1100. Once the SCS

distribution is determined to 0001, 0010, 1100, respectively for stations, then it cannot

be changed as time goes by. As a result, station 3 always scan more CSs than the

others. This is how the unfair SCS saturation occurs.

To resolve the unfair SCS saturation, we introduce a simple function probRound.

It probabilistically determines whether ceiling or flooring the input as the output. The
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definition of probRound function is as follows,

probRound(x) =

⎧⎨
⎩

x� p(x) = 1

�x p(x) = 0

pX(x) =

⎧⎨
⎩

1 u ≤ x− 
x�
0 otherwise

,

(3.5)

where u is the uniform random variable between [0 1). When calculating the minimum

limit of n(SCSm
i ) in equation 3.3, we use probRound function instead of round func-

tion. There are two reasons for using probRound instead of round. First, it can pre-

vent the unfair SCS saturation since it probabilistically determines the output with the

identical input. Second, the expected value of probRound(x) is design to be x. If we

use round(x), then it always results in 
x� or �x and this is inappropriate. Fig. 3.13

shows that SCS-probRound outperforms in terms of fairness since it eliminates the

unfair SCS saturation problem. Moreover, the fairness index is always larger than 0.94

with SCS-probRound, which means the SCS algorithm fairly distributes SCSs among

stations.

3.4.2 Implementation and experiments

In this section, we implement SplitScan protocol on linux-based laptops and evaluate

its performance. The laptops are equipped with an AR9280 802.11n WLAN card and

a CSR USB dongle that supports BT 4.0 [1]. Our implementation in the Linux ker-

nel is depicted in Fig. 3.14. We add SplitScan layer between Wi-Fi medium access

control layer (especially mac80211 module) and Bluetooth host controller interface

(HCI) layer and add functionalities of managing essential variables to mac80211 layer

such as SCS, SR and SC. Since the mac80211 module and HCI layer are common to

all linux-based Bluetooth/Wi-Fi equipped devices, our implementation is not network

interface card dependent. SplitScan layer takes in charge of three functionalities.

1. SplitScan layer generates a SIP packet from the station’s SCS and SR and passes
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Figure 3.14: Overview of SplitScan implementation

it to HCI layer.

2. SplitScan layer extracts the received SCS and the received SR, i.e., rx-SCS and

rx-SR, from the received SIP packet.

3. SplitScan layer updates SCS from rx-SCS through SCS selection algorithm, and

also updates SC from rx-SCS and rx-SR.

To send and receive SIP packets, we use BLE advertising packets. In the BLE

advertising procedure, there are 4 important operation parameters, scan/advertising in-

terval, scan window, and advertising timeout. We set the advertising interval as same

as the Wi-Fi scanning period, since a station transmits SIP after every SplitScan pro-

cedure. The other parameters are derived to guarantee a reliable delivery and minimize

the energy consumption of station according to [52].
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Table 3.4: Scanning overhead of the station

802.11 standard scan SplitScan

Scanning time (s) 2.891 1.671

Wasted scanning time (s) 2.094 1.048

Energy consumption (mJ) 793.1 475.11

Two stations experiments

We consider the network topology shown as the same with the topology in Section

3.2.2 and measure the performance of stations with and without SplitScan. The scan-

ning period, channel time parameters, the number of SCS, and BLE operation param-

eters follow the table 3.2. The results, averaged over 5 hours, summarized in the Table

3.4. A station with SplitScan spends 57.8% scanning time compared to 802.11 stan-

dard scan, resulting in reduced energy consumption. Energy consumption of SplitScan

reduced to 60% of standard scan. Energy consumption gain is a bit smaller than the

time gain, since stations consumes energy on BLE operation, transmitting, waiting and

receiving SIP. SplitScan also outperforms in terms of wasted scanning time, since it

eliminates scanning the channel without AP notified by the neighboring station.

To verify the detail operation of SplitScan protocol, we take another 6 hour trace

in the scenario that the station 1 is running SplitScan while the station 2 turns Wi-Fi

on and off in the topology depicted in Fig. 3.2(a). The scanning trace is depicted in

the Fig. 3.15. Initially, station 1 is the only station running SplitScan protocol, thus

it scans all channels. The station 2 turns on its Wi-Fi and runs SplitScan protocol at

5:55pm, so station 1 and 2 share their Wi-Fi scanning information thereby reducing

their scanning time. Note that the scanning time of two stations differ from each other

due to asymmetric AP existence. Even though they designed to scan each half of the

SCS, their scanning time can be different when AP-existing channels are more in sta-

tion 1’s SCS. In this experiments, all SCSs are evenly distributed to two stations, but

SCS of station 2 contains 9 AP-existing channels while the SCS of station 1 contains
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Figure 3.15: Scanning trace of SplitScan
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Figure 3.16: Station-dense topology

only 3 AP-existing channels until the station 2 leaves at 8:25pm. As a result, the sta-

tion 1 need to scan 6 more channels per scanning procedure than station 2, and this

makes scanning time difference between them. After the station 2 turns off its Wi-Fi

module, the station 1 start scanning all channels again. At 9:00pm, the station 2 turns

on its Wi-Fi interface and start SplitScan procedure. In this time, the scanning time of

the station 1 is less than the station 2, since the selected SCSs of stations are different

from the previous case. The a little fluctuation of scanning time comes from the rx-SR

variation. In SplitScan, stations scan the channels enabled in their SCS and rx-SR bit.

Since rx-SR from the neighboring station varies with time due to scanning error, the

small fluctuation of scanning time occurs. The wasted scanning times are also reduced

when two stations are running SplitScan. The amount of wasted scanning times de-

pends on the number of AP-existing channels, thus they are affected by the topology

and AP channel configuration.
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Table 3.5: Scanning overhead of the station

802.11 standard scan SplitScan-2 SplitScan-8

Scanning time (s) 2.891 1.671 0.604

Energy consumption (mJ) 793.1 475.11 175.25

Station-dense experiments

We also consider the network topology shown in the Fig. 3.16 and measure the perfor-

mance of stations with and without SplitScan. All settings are the same with two station

experiments except for the number of stations. In the topology, all stations are close

enough to exchange SIP via BLE. In other words, any station receives 7 SIPs from

the neighboring stations. Let SplitScan-k denote the scenario with k stations running

SplitScan protocol. As summarized in the Table 3.5, a station with SplitScan spends

only 20.9% of scanning time compared to 802.11 standard scan, resulting in reduced

energy consumption. Energy consumption of the station reduced to 22% of 802.11

standard scan. As expected, the gain of SplitScan increases according to the number of

neighboring stations. This is natural since SplitScan splits the scanning channels into

neighboring stations. In summary, SplitScan works more efficiently in station-dense

environment.

3.5 Summary

We are living in a ubiquitous world. A massive number of mobile devices such as

smartphone, tablet, watch, wearable band, etc, are released in the market and people

brings them in their lives. Since the mobile devices are power constrained, extending

their lifetime is critical issue in various research field. Wi-Fi, the most popular wire-

less technology due to its license-free usage in these days, also consumes considerable

amount of energy in mobile devices. In this paper, we focus on the Wi-Fi scanning pro-

cedure which is time/energy consuming, but necessary to maintain wireless connectiv-
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ity. Motivated by the measurements, we propose SplitScan protocol which reduces

scanning time and energy of a Wi-Fi station by sharing information with its neighbor-

ing Wi-Fi stations via BLE. Making use of information share, Wi-Fi stations reduce the

number of scanning channels thereby saving time and energy consumption of Wi-Fi

scanning procedure. We evaluated the performance of SplitScan protocol through the

simulation and verified feasibility by implementing it in the kernel space of the com-

mercial devices. In the both simulation and implementation, SplitScan outperforms in

terms of scanning time and energy consumption. SplitScan do not need any changes in

the infrastructure (APs) and requires only a small available memory to add SplitScan

layer at the station. Although our SplitScan protocol is compliant with the standards,

there is a room for enhancing its energy efficiency by controlling BLE operation time

intelligently. Moreover, the performance in heterogeneous scanning period among sta-

tions remains as an interesting work.
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Chapter 4

DP-MAC: Uni-directional TDMA MAC for Real-time

Streaming in Multi-hop Wi-Fi Networks

4.1 Introduction

Concerns about public safety and disaster relief are rapidly growing since various kinds

of disasters such as earthquakes, hurricanes and terrorisms occur regardless of place

and time. In such disasters, pre-installed communication infrastructure is vulnerable

and it takes time to restore once damaged or destroyed. Under such circumstances,

real-time streaming is essential to understand and manage emergency situations. Since

many personal mobile devices are equipped with Wi-Fi modules, Wi-Fi multi-hop

networking can be a viable option to deliver streaming traffic to the disaster control

center or nearby rescuers, since it provides high data rate without having any infras-

tructure [53]. But IEEE 802.11 MAC in multi-hop networks performs poorly, and its

performance is not high enough to support streaming services.

To address these problems, we propose a fully distributed pipelining TDMA MAC,

termed DP-MAC, for Wi-Fi multi-hop networks. It aims to achieve high end-to-end

throughput under various hop distance scenarios through in-sequence scheduling and

appropriate spatial reuse. Our contributions in this paper are three-fold:
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• We identify the performance problem of IEEE 802.11 MAC in multi-hop net-

works and demonstrate that the reason behind the problem is interference from

hidden stations.

• We propose DP-MAC, which improves Wi-Fi end-to-end throughput perfor-

mance. Furthermore, it is highly scalable due to its fully distributed medium

access control, and adaptive to varying hop distance.

• We evaluate the performance of DP-MAC through ns-3 simulation and show

that DP-MAC outperforms 802.11 MAC in multi-hop networks.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the background

and our motivation. We develop the proposed DP-MAC in Section 4.3. Then, we pro-

vide performance evaluation in Section 4.4, followed by concluding remarks in Sec-

tion 4.5.

4.2 Background and Motivation

We first briefly overview IEEE 802.11 MAC operation and identify its limitations in

multi-hop networks through simulation.

4.2.1 Medium access control of 802.11

IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi has 11 partially overlapping 20 MHz channels in the 2.4 GHz unli-

censed band and operates over one or two channels (i.e., 20 MHz or 40 MHz) [54]. The

standard adopts Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) with CSMA/CA, which re-

quires a backlogged device to sense the channel, waits for distributed inter-frame space

duration of idle channel state, picks a random backoff counter to lower multiple ac-

cess collision with other devices, and counts down the back-off counter. If the channel

is sensed busy for a slot time, the device freezes its backoff counter. Otherwise, the

device reduces the back-off counter by 1 and transmits the packet when the counter
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Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters

Settings Value

Simulation time 5 min

Number of iterations 10

Bandwidth 20 MHz

Rate adaptation Minstrel

Payload size 1420 bytes

Tx power 18 dBm

CWmin, CWmax 16, 1024

CCA threshold -92 dBm

Propagation Model Log-normal

reaches 0. The transmission time for a packet varies according to the channel state,

packet size, and frame aggregation policy.

4.2.2 Limitations of 802.11 MAC in multi-hop networks

In multi-hop ad-hoc networks, 802.11 DCF based MAC causes severe end-to-end per-

formance degradation. We identify this phenomenon through ns-3 simulation. The

simulation parameters are summarized in Table 4.1. Fig. 4.1 shows a typical multi-

hop chain topology used in simulation. It consists of 8 stations of 802.11g. Each sta-

tion is indexed by the hop count from the leftmost station (i.e, source node). The hop

distance between two neighboring stations is denoted as d. We assume the traffic is

unidirectional and the routing path is fixed as 0 → 1 → ... → 7 in advance. Sta-

tions communicate with each other without resort to an access point since they are

configured in ad-hoc mode. Station 0 is the streaming source with backlogged traffic,

and station 7 is the destination. This means, the streaming traffic is unidirectional. We
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Figure 4.1: Multi-hop chain topology used in simulation.

measure the end-to-end throughput with varying d.1 We repeated each experiment 10

times for 5 minutes.

Fig. 4.2 shows the average end-to-end throughput and frame retransmission ratio

according to the hop distance d. The throughput significantly degrades as d increases.

According to [55], the end-to-end throughput of 1.5∼2 Mbps (for d > 50) can support

480p streaming only. The figure also shows the frame retransmission ratio, which is

defined as the ratio of the number of retransmitted frames to the total number of trans-

mitted frames. We calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient −1 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, which is

a measure of the linear correlation between end-to-end throughput and frame retrans-

mission ratio. We have ρ = −0.9375, i.e. a huge negative correlation. Based on this,

we can say that the main cause of throughput degradation is frame retransmissions in

the network.

Next, we investigate the reason for frame retransmission increase in Fig. 4.1 by

focusing on station 1. For small d, as shown in the figure, station 0 is able to trans-

mit simultaneously with station 4. Then, the target signal strength S at station 1 is

sufficient to overcome the interfering signal strength I from station 4. In general, a

larger distance d makes the SIR at the receiver smaller, which is shown in Fig. 4.3. For

d ≥ 48, station 0 can transmit simultaneously with station 2, so the SIR at station 1

1We also measured the end-to-end delay and jitter, which were around 1 s and smaller than 10 ms,

respectively. Therefore, the measured delay and jitter do not degrade video streaming quality greatly.
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Figure 4.2: Throughput and frame retransmission ratio in 802.11 MAC vs. hop dis-

tance.

becomes 0 (i.e., S = I).

In other words, the main reason for low end-to-end throughput is due to hidden

stations, since simultaneous transmissions from hidden stations cause low SIR, result-

ing in high retransmission ratio. This phenomenon is inevitable in CSMA/CA based

MAC because Wi-Fi stations utilize energy detection based channel sensing with the

clear channel assessment (CCA) threshold.

4.3 DP-MAC: Distributed Pipelining MAC

In this section, we propose DP-MAC that aims to achieve high end-to-end throughput

in multi-hop wireless networks. We first describe the overall DP-MAC design and

explain the core components of DP-MAC in detail.
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Figure 4.3: Expected SIR when a station is influenced by the interference from a closest

hidden station vs. hop distance.
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4.3.1 Overall DP-MAC Design

A TDMA MAC is a potential solution that reduces the impact of hidden stations by

scheduling the transmission of each station. In doing this, it has two challenges. First,

we should appropriately exploit spatial reuse in scheduling. In CSMA/CA MAC, sta-

tions out of the CCA range are allowed to transmit simultaneously. But in TDMA,

a TDMA scheduler should decide which stations are allowed for simultaneous trans-

missions. Second, the scheduling information should be delivered to all the detectable

stations which need to know the exact time for transmission and reception.

We solve these two challenges with in-sequence scheduling and avoiding station

selection. The in-sequence scheduling makes the transmission of each station happen

one after another. This means no spatial reuse, resulting in low throughput perfor-

mance. Let an avoiding station of station k denote the farthest station of which trans-

mission will interfere with station k’s transmission, denoted as Ak. An avoiding station

selection scheme helps the network maximally exploit spatial reuse. DP-MAC uses the

avoiding station selection scheme which allows simultaneous transmissions as many

as possible.

The number of simultaneous transmissions has a trade-off relation with the dis-

tance between communication pairs. If the selected pairs are too close to each other,

the throughput will be decreased due to mutual interference. On the other hand, if they

are far, their SIR may be reasonably good, but their end-to-end throughput degrades

due to poor spatial reuse. Therefore the avoiding station selection scheme should be

carefully designed to achieve high end-to-end throughput.

4.3.2 In-sequence scheduling

Let N denote the number of packets transmitted per medium access. Fig. 4.4 illus-

trates an in-sequence scheduling example for a 5-hop linear topology. After station 0

successfully transmits N packets, station 1 forwards the received N packets to sta-

tion 2. In this way, a transit station receives and transmits N packets per medium
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Figure 4.4: Example of in-sequence scheduling.

access. The transmission time for N packets per medium access varies depending on

the wireless channel state. The in-sequence scheduling has three distinct advantages.

First, it eliminates unnecessary contentions since a station is allowed to transmit when

its previous stations have finished their transmissions. Second, the transmission time

at each station is determined in a distributed way. Thus, concerns on synchronization

disappear. Third, the scheduling information does not need to be disseminated over the

whole network.

4.3.3 Avoiding station selection scheme

Since Ak denotes the avoiding station index of station k, in DP-MAC, each station k

should know Ak−1 to maintain its SIR higher than the SIR threshold, SIRth, which is

the minimum SIR for transmission. The expected SIR is a major factor that affects end-

to-end throughput. So we select the avoiding station based on the expected SIR. Each

station k runs the avoiding station selection scheme, which output is Ak−1 and updated

with period Tupdate. This means, Ak−1 varies according to the network condition.
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In an IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc network, the beacon frame generation is performed in

a distributed manner. Under the avoiding node selection scheme, station k updates the

signal strength of the previous and following stations (i.e. station (k− 1) and station j

(> k)) from hearing 802.11 independent basic service set (IBSS) beacon frames. Thus,

the signal strength information collection does not require any additional overhead.

Let SIRa(b) denote the SIR at station a when station (a − 1) and station b trans-

mit simultaneously. Then station k calculates SIRk(l) for every detectable station l,

assuming that the previous station (k − 1) and station l, i.e., one of the following de-

tectable stations, transmit simultaneously. Then, station k compares SIRk(k+ i) with

SIRth, starting from i = 1 in an increasing order of i. If an SIRk(k + i) exceeds

SIRth, station (k + i − 1) is selected as Ak−1. This means that station (k − 1) and

station (Ak−1 + 1) are allowed to transmit simultaneously. Algorithm 4 shows the

avoiding station selection scheme in detail.

4.3.4 Medium Access State (MAS) Management

In DP-MAC, each station follows two global transmission rules to achieve in-sequence

scheduling and spatial reuse. A station transmits if the following rules are satisfied.

1. The previous station has finished its transmission.

2. Its avoiding station has finished its transmission.

As mentioned in Section 4.3.1, the first one explains the in-sequence scheduling

and the second one is for an appropriate spatial reuse. To apply these rules, each sta-

tion k maintains an MAS state (bp, ba) where bp and ba denote the transmission end

indicator of the previous station (k−1) and the avoiding station Ak, respectively. That

is, each indicates whether the transmission rule is satisfied or not. Fig. 4.5(a) shows

the MAS diagram of a transit station which has three possible states. The station can

access the medium only at state (1, 1) and stays there until the MAC queue becomes

empty (i.e. successful reception of N packets from the previous station). Frame trans-
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Algorithm 4 Avoiding station selection scheme at station k

1: Input: Tupdate, k, SIRth

2: Output: Ak−1

3: t← 0

4: while t < Tupdate do

5: Monitor the channel to hear IBSS beacon frames

6: if a beacon frame from station l (≥ (k − 1)) is heard then

7: Update Sk(l) with the received signal strength from station l.

8: Update t as the current time

9: i← 1

10: SIRk(i)← Sk(k − 1)− Sk(k + i)

11: while SIRk(k + i) ≤ SIRth do

12: i← i+ 1

13: SIRk(k + i)← Sk(k − 1)− Sk(k + i)

14: Ak−1 ← k + i− 1

15: return Ak−1

mission in DP-MAC follows the same way as in 802.11. Fig. 4.5(b) shows the case

that some stations close to the destination do not have their avoiding stations. Since

rule 2 is always satisfied, they have only two states: (0, 1) and (1, 1).

Source station 0 does not have its previous station, so we define its state slightly

differently as MAS (np, ba) where np is the number of frames for sending. Fig. 4.5(c)

shows the MAS diagram of source station. Again N denotes the number of frames to

transmit per medium access. Source station starts with state (N, 1). For each successful

transmission, it updates np to (np−1). If source finishes its transmission (i.e., np = 0),

it initialize its state to (N, 0). Then it approaches the medium again if the transmission

rule 2 is satisfied. Note that source station accesses the medium only for (np, 1) with

np > 0.
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(a) MAS of a transit station (b) MAS of a station which does not have its avoid-

ing station
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(c) MAS of source station

Figure 4.5: MAS of each station.

4.3.5 Design of Signaling Frames

For MAS management, a station should know whether the transmission rules are sat-

isfied or not. To help this, we define signaling frames which are compatible with the

IEEE 802.11 standard.

For the transmission rule 1, DP-MAC uses the power management bit in the frame

control field of the 802.11 header. In an 802.11 ad-hoc network, the power manage-

ment bit is not used, thus utilizing this value does not affect other Wi-Fi operations.

When a station transmits its last one of N frames it sends the frame with its power
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Table 4.2: Newly defined control frames for DP-MAC

EOT-REQ EOT-RES EOT-NOTI

Subtype 0001 0010 0011

Data rate Basic Basic Basic / Supported

management bit enabled, denoted as pData frame. The receive station of pData frame

believes that the transmission rule 1 is satisfied and let bp = 1. After that, it sends the

ACK with the power management bit enabled, denoted as pACK frame, to the send

station. Receiving the pACK frame, the send station initializes its state to (0, 0).

For the transmission rule 2, DP-MAC defines three new 802.11-compatible control

frames, named end-of-transmission request (EOT-REQ), response (EOT-RES), and no-

tify (EOT-NOTI) frames. Table 4.2 shows newly defined three frame types that use the

reserved subtype field of the 802.11 control frame. Fig. 4.6 shows an signaling exam-

ple of DP-MAC when station (k + 3) is Ak. The solid line represents unicasting, and

the dotted line represents overhearing.

A station k transmits the EOT-REQ frame destined for Ak−1 when it overhears the

pACK frame of the previous station (k − 1). That is, station k wants to know whether

Ak−1 has finished its transmission or not. Station Ak−1 (received the EOT-REQ frame)

transmits the EOT-RES frame when it has finished its transmission. Otherwise, it does

not reply. The EOT-REQ frame has a timeout value, denoted as REQ timeout.

Thus, if EOT-RES is not received in the REQ timeout, the sender retransmits the

EOT-REQ frame. Receiving the EOT-RES frame, station k is aware that station (k−1)

can transmit since station Ak−1 has finished its transmission, and transmits the EOT-

NOTI frame to station (k− 1). The station that received the EOT-NOTI frame believes

that the transmission rule 2 is satisfied, and let ba = 1. The EOT-NOTI frame also has

a timeout value, denoted as NOTI timeout. If station (k−1) does not start transmission

within the NOTI timeout, station k retransmits the EOT-NOTI frame.

The EOT-REQ and EOT-RES frames are transmitted at the basic rate since they
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Figure 4.6: Signaling example of DP-MAC.

may traverse multiple hops. However, the EOT-NOTI frame is transmitted at a desired

rate to reduce transmission time, since it is always sent to the previous station (i.e., one

hop).

4.4 Evaluation

We have implemented DP-MAC in ns-3.26 [56]. In this section, we first show the DP-

MAC architecture, and describe simulation settings followed by simulation results.
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Figure 4.7: DP-MAC architecture in ns-3.

4.4.1 DP-MAC implementation

To implement DP-MAC, we modified PHY and MAC sublayers of ns-3 Wi-Fi MAC

model. Since ns-3 Wi-Fi model has a modular structure, we modified four modules: ad-

hoc Wi-Fi MAC, DcaTxop, MacLow, and WifiPhy. We define new signaling frames, add

essential functionalities such as the avoiding station selection scheme, manage MAS

according to the signaling, and finally control medium access based on the current

MAS. The implemented DP-MAC architecture is illustrated in Fig. 4.7.

4.4.2 Simulation Settings

We consider a linear topology of 8 Wi-Fi stations as depicted in Fig. 4.1 and stations 0

and 7 are the source and destination of traffic, respectively. All the stations use 802.11

ad-hoc mode and operate at Wi-Fi channel 1 in 2.4 GHz. For DP-MAC, we use four

operation parameters: Tupdate, N , SIRth, REQ timeout, and NOTI timeout. DP-MAC

obtains high end-to-end throughput and experiences high end-to-end delay with the

increase of N . This means, it achieves low throughput and low delay with smaller N .

We fix N to 10, since it shows a good balance between throughput and delay. Through
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Figure 4.8: Throughput performance of 802.11 MAC and DP-MAC according to the

hop distance in the fixed hop distance scenario.

extensive simulation, we determine Tupdate, SIRth, REQ timeout, and NOTI timeout

value as 1 s, 7 dB, 3 ms, and 4 ms, respectively. The detailed network simulation

parameters are given in Table 4.1.

4.4.3 Simulation Results

To observe the performance, we evaluate DP-MAC in two different scenarios. One

is the fixed hop distance scenario, i.e. all the hop-distances equal d. The other is the

various hop distance scenario where d is uniformly distributed in [10, 80] m. We denote

this scenario as the uniformly distributed hop distance scenario.

The end-to-end throughputs of DP-MAC and 802.11 MAC in the fixed hop dis-

tance scenario are illustrated in Fig. 4.8. The throughput of each MAC decreases as

the hop distance increases. However, DP-MAC achieves the throughput gain of 67.8%
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(a) Cummulative probability distribution functions of the end-to-end throughput

(b) Cummulative probability distribution functions of the frame retransmission ratio

Figure 4.9: Performance of 802.11 MAC and DP-MAC in the uniformly distributed

hop distance scenario.
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over 802.11 MAC at maximum even with a large hop distance. This is because, sta-

tions in DP-MAC are allowed to transmit simultaneously when they have the expected

SIR of higher than SIRth. Due to this, the average frame retransmission ratio in DP-

MAC is 18% which is roughly half of that in 802.11 MAC. The overall gain from

increased SIR overwhelms the signaling overhead of DP-MAC for exchanging EOT-

REQ/RES/NOTI frames. But for 24 ≤ d ≤ 30, 802.11 MAC shows better performance

than DP-MAC due to the signaling overhead.

Fig. 4.9(a) is the cumulative probability distribution function of end-to-end through-

put in 100 different topologies generated by uniformly distributed random hop dis-

tances. The average throughput gain of DP-MAC against 802.11 MAC is 42.8%. The

average retransmission ratio in DP-MAC is only 51.2% of that in 802.11 MAC as de-

picted in the Fig. 4.9(b). Such a lower retransmission ratio in DP-MAC leads to better

throughput, which is the main advantage of the avoiding station selection scheme.

Packet loss rate, end-to-end delay, and end-to-end throughput have a crucial impact

on video streaming [57]. We measure the packet loss rate and the end-to-end delay.

Simulation results show that the packet loss rate is always under 10−4, thus barely

affects the streaming quality. Moreover, the average end-to-end delay in 802.11 MAC

(< 1 s) is good enough to guarantee the quality of streaming even though it is higher

than that in DP-MAC. Thus, we omit these results due to lack of space.

4.5 Conclusion

In this paper, we designed a distributed pipelining MAC, termed DP-MAC, as a means

to support real-time streaming in Wi-Fi multi-hop networks. In DP-MAC, Wi-Fi sta-

tions access the medium in a time-division way, while maintaining low interference in

spite of simultaneous transmissions. In DP-MAC design, we tackled two challenges:

transmission scheduling and dissemination of scheduling information over the whole

network. DP-MAC solves these challenges by using in-sequence scheduling and avoid-
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ing station selection.

Our extensive simulation shows that DP-MAC outperforms 802.11 MAC in terms

of end-to-end throughput under various topologies. It has distinct advantages in terms

of scalability and adaptability, since it is fully distributed, adaptively selects avoiding

stations, and supports channel state dependent scheduling. Future work is needed to

extend this technique to mobile environments.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Research Contributions

In this dissertation, we propose three designs for different scenarios and objectives.

First, we proposed OBT as a means to increase capacity of a dual-stack device. Ac-

cording to our extensive measurements, dual-stack devices experience a huge through-

put drop when the BT and Wi-Fi are simultaneously used. To alleviate this problem,

we proposed OBT, which allows the dual-stack device to send BT packets while wait-

ing for the Wi-Fi channel to be idle in Wi-Fi mode. We developed two OBT schemes,

each for best-effort BT traffic and QoS-sensitive BT traffic, respectively, and evaluated

their performance through analysis and simulation. Furthermore, we verified feasibil-

ity by implementing the preliminary version of OBT-BE scheme in kernel space under

limited hardware accessibility.

Second, we developed SplitScan architecture to save Wi-Fi scanning overhead. We

identified that Wi-Fi scanning consumes considerable amount of time and energy via

measurements on the laptop. Motivated by the measurements, we proposed SplitScan

architecture which comprised of two core functionalities: splitting the scanning chan-

nels into neighboring stations and sharing the scanning information with neighboring

stations. We suggested SCS selection algorithm for the former, SIP design for the
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latter. Through extensive simulation, we showed that SplitScan outperforms 802.11

standard scan in terms of time and energy consumption. We proved the feasibility of

SplitScan via implementation on linux-based laptops. SplitScan layer is added in the

kernel space, and several values and functions are added on mac80211 module and BT

HCI layer. The testbeds with 2-station and 8-station environments, respectively, show

that SplitScan successfully reduced Wi-Fi scanning overhead.

Third, we tackled low end-to-end throughput in multi-hop Wi-Fi network. Through

simulation, we identified the major reason of low end-to-end throughput is the impact

of hidden nodes. We proposed a distributed pipelining TDMA MAC, DP-MAC, to

reduce the impact of hidden nodes. The proposed DP-MAC consists of the two core

components: in-sequence scheduling and avoiding station selection. We implemented

these on ns-3 Wi-Fi model and evaluated performance in various scenarios. Since DP-

MAC guarantee the minimum SIR of every transmissions, it outperforms 802.11 ad-

hoc MAC in terms of frame retransmission ratio and thus end-to-end throughput.

To summarize, the co-located devices open a new possibility of cooperation be-

tween BT and Wi-Fi. In the first and second works, we found problems by motivat-

ing measurements and developed proper solutions based on the cooperation between

BT and Wi-Fi. The proposed solutions, OBT and SplitScan utilize direct communi-

cations between two protocol stacks, this aware-of-the-other design makes synergistic

gain which does not exist in plenty of blind-to-the-other approaches. In the last work,

we assumed that the Wi-Fi end-to-end multi-hop path is maintained by BT signaling

since it requires lower energy than Wi-Fi. Based on this assumption, we developed

DP-MAC achieving higher throughput than 802.11 ad-hoc MAC. If smartphone users

are isolated in a disaster area, the smartphones find Wi-Fi end-to-end path via BT and

stream video traffic using DP-MAC via Wi-Fi.
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5.2 Future Research Directions

Based on the results of this dissertation, there are several topics to be further investi-

gated.

Even though we implemented the proposed architecture OBT and SplitScan on the

laptops, implementing them in the handhelds such as smartphones is still not accom-

plished. The difficulties of implementation on smartphone are basically from the man-

ufacturer dependent device driver. Android operating system is most popular among

state-of-the-art smartphones. It is based on the linux, the open source kernel. However,

smartphone manufacturers do not utilize the original linux kernel, but customize it by

themselves. Thus, modifying the original linux kernel is not enough to implement our

schemes on smartphones. Therefore, analyzing the customized kernel and implement-

ing our schemes on it would be great extension of this dissertation.

For the SplitScan, the performance variation in various scenarios worth investigat-

ing. In the real Wi-Fi networks, the scanning interval of devices are not identical. As-

suming heterogeneous scanning interval among stations, the SplitScan results can be

different from the results we obtained with assumption of the homogeneous scanning

interval. The probability of finding nearby APs also worth analyzing since neighboring

stations are not always seeing the same set of APs. This probability is expected to be

varied according to BLE transmission range, and may affect the handoff performance

of Wi-Fi stations.
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초록

우리는 유비쿼터스(Ubiquitous) 세계에 살고 있다. 오늘날 사람들은 스마트폰,

태블릿, 웨어러블 밴드 등 수많은 종류의 모바일 단말들을 사용하고 있고, 이들은

각각의 용례에 맞는 무선 통신 프로토콜을 기반으로 동작하여 전세계의 서로 다른

단말들과 연결된다. 현재까지 제안되고 발전된 수많은 무선 통신 프로토콜들 중에

서 블루투스(Bluetooth)와 무선랜(Wi-Fi)은 비면허 대역에서 동작한다는 장점으로

인하여,오늘날의모바일단말들에서가장널리사용되는두가지의통신프로토콜

이다.

비면허 대역에서 두 무선 통신 프로토콜의 공존은 필연적으로 간섭으로 인한

성능문제를야기하게되고이에대한대처방법이나해결방안들은학계는물론,산

업계에서도 다양한 방식으로 연구되어 왔다. 그러나 블루투스와 무선랜의 공존에

대한 기존의 연구들은, 이 두 프로토콜이 서로의 신호를 수신(Receive)하거나 해석

(Decode)할수없다는것을가정하고진행되어온것이대부분이다.이러한가정은

블루투스네트워크가무선랜네트워크가서로독립적으로구성되고,한단말이무선

랜 혹은 블루투스 중 하나의 프로토콜만 탑재하던 과거에는 합리적인 가정이었다.

그러나 이 가정을 바탕으로 진행된 연구들은 블루투스와 무선랜이 모듈이 서로의

신호를수신혹은해석할수없기때문에,두프로토콜이서로협력하여동작하는데

근본적인한계를가지고있었다.

과거의 가정들과는 다르게 최근의 모바일 단말들은 대부분 블루투스와 무선랜

을함께탑재하고있다.블루트스와무선랜은서로다른유형의어플리케이션을목

적으로 사용되기 때문에, 모바일 단말의 사용자가 두 프로토콜을 동시에 사용하는
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경우역시잦아지게되었다.예를들어핸드폰에블루투스이어폰을연결한상태로

무선랜을 통해 유튜브 동영상을 감상하는 경우, 사용자는 무선랜과 블루투스를 동

시에활용하게된다.이렇게한단말에무선랜과블루투스가함께탑재되면서,해당

단말은 두 무선 통신 프로토콜 스택을 모두 가지게 되었고, 결과적으로 이는 프로

토콜스택간의협력을통해서로다른프로토콜의정보를교환하여성능을높이는

새로운형태의협력에대한가능성을열어주었다.

본논문에서는기존의연구들에서다루어졌던문제들인두프로토콜의공존시

수율 저하 문제, 무선랜의 스캐닝 오버헤드 문제, 다중 홉에서의 수율 저하 문제에

대하여,프로토콜스택간에직접적협력이라는새로운방식을통해해결하는시스

템들을제안하였다.또한,제안하는시스템을실제로프로토타입형태로구현하여,

단지아이디어를제안하는수준에그치지않고,실제로활용될수있음을보여주었

다.본논문에서제안하는세가지의시스템은다음과같다.

첫째,블루투스와무선랜프로토콜이하나의공유된안테나로연결된듀얼스택

단말의성능문제를해결하는시스템을제안하였다.본연구에서는실험을통해듀

얼스택단말에서블루투스와무선랜이동시에사용될때,큰수율저하가발생함을

확인하고,해당수율저하를완화시킬수있는기회적블루투스전송 (OBT)기법을

제안한다. 기회적 블루투스 전송은 무선랜 동작에 필연적으로 수반되는 대기 시간

(waiting time)을블루투스전송에활용함으로써수율향상을이끌어내는방법이다.

제안하는기법은블루투스와무선랜프로토콜간의직접적인시그널링을사용하여

무선랜의 대기 시간을 블루투스 프로토콜 스택이 활용할 수 있게끔 디자인되었다.

제안한 기법의 성능은 시뮬레이션을 통해 확인하였고, 일부 기법을 실제 노트북에

구현함으로써 제안 기법이 기존 기법에 비해 높은 수율을 얻을 수 있음을 확인하

였다.

둘째, 무선랜의 스캐닝 동작에 소모되는 시간과 에너지 오버헤드를 줄이는 방

법을제안하였다.먼저기존의무선랜스캐닝동작은모든채널을방문하기때문에

많은 오버헤드를 야기함을 실험을 통해서 확인하였다. 스캐닝 동작의 오버헤드를

줄이기위해, SplitScan아키텍처를제안하였고,제안하는아키텍처는크게두가지

동작(주변무선랜단말들과의채널분할및결과공유)으로구성되었다. SplitScan을
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통하여 임의의 무선랜 단말은 주변의 단말과 스캐닝할 채널의 집합을 서로 분할할

수있고,그결과를블루투스를통해공유함으로써스캐닝오버헤드를줄일수있다.

SpliScan시스템역시블루투스와무선랜간의직접적인협력을이용하도록구현되

었으며,이를위해리눅스커널에 SplitScan계층을추가하였다.우리는 SplitScan의

성능을 시뮬레이션을 통해 확인하였을 뿐만 아니라, 실제 노트북에 구현함으로써

그성능을증명하였다.

셋째,다중홉단방향무선랜네트워크에서종단간수율을향상시키는매체접근

제어(Medium Access Control)방식을제안하였다.재난으로기존의통신인프라를

사용할 수 없는 상황에서, 재난 상황에 대한 비디오 정보를 제공하기 위해서는 무

선랜 다중 홉 네트워크가 좋은 대안이 된다. 이 때, 블루투스를 통해 다중 홉 네트

워크를 유지하고, 높은 수율을 요구하는 스트리밍과 같은 어플리케이션이 필요한

경우에만 일시적으로 무선랜을 사용하는 네트워크를 생각할 수 있다. 상기와 같은

환경에서,기존의 802.11에드혹(ad-hoc)매체접근제어는 Carrier-sensing Multiple

Access (CSMA)를 사용하기 때문에 근본적으로 히든 스테이션 문제에서 자유로울

수 없다. 시뮬레이션을 통하여 802.11 에드혹 매체 접근의 한계를 규명하고, 이를

해결하기위한방법으로 TDMA MAC인 DP-MAC을제안한다. DP-MAC은순차전

송 스케줄링(in-sequence scheduling)과 히든 스테이션 선택 기법을 바탕으로 히든

스테이션의영향력을줄임과동시에불필요한경쟁을 TDMA를통해제거함으로써

종단간수율을향상시키도록디자인되었다. ns-3시뮬레이션을통하여다양한시나

리오에서제안하는DP-MAC이기존의 802.11에드혹매체접근보다더좋은성능을

보임을확인하였다.

주요어:블루투스,무선랜,와이파이,공존,매체접근제어,듀얼스택단말,

스캐닝,다중홉전송
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